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Abstract 

Penang Medical Centre System (PMCS) is a web-based registration system 

aimed to help hospital/clinic to achieve a balance between providing the best possible 

care for patient and minimizing risk to organize all the procedures at the same time. 

Users have the possibility to access information from the database from any location at 

any time as long as they connect to the Internet. The target users of this PMCS system 

are normally the Physician, Nurse/Staff and Pharmacist. PMCS mainly focuses on the 

Registration, which is part of the Health Information System. 

PMCS is divided into four modules: the Registration module, the Scheduling 

module, the Patient History module and Admission and Discharge module. A 

combination of waterfall model and prototyping approach was selected for the 

development process because it supports the rapid application development and reduces 

the risk involved. Besides that, Active Server Pages are also selected to develop this 

application on the Windows XP Professional; moreover they integrated well with 

Microsoft Access 2000 for database application. 

Extensive research and background surveys on all topics involved have been 

conducted to determine the feasibility of the system and what is required from this 

proposal. This survey is done to ensure a higher level of accuracy in the designing 

process, along with a better knowledge base to begin with when the actual system 

development begins. All these activities are aimed at achieving the best outcome; which 

is to create a comprehensive Health Information System to cater the needs and 

requirement of the users. 
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1.1 Background to Project 

As medicine today contains many specialties, communication requirements are 

growing in experiential related to the rate of sub-specialization in health care. One of the 

greatest challenges that hospitals and clinics faces today is how to achieve a balance 

system between providing the best possible care for patients, managing resource 

efficiently and also minimizing risk to organize. Through the introduction of the Penang 

Medical Centre System (PMCS), patient's registration, patient details, appointment 

procedure and other important function that can be easily managed on an Information 

Technology System. 

Accurate and complete patient information is essential for scheduling 

appointments, providing medical care, and running reports. This information also needs 

to be available at multiple sites. That's why the Registration system will be designed to 

be the standard component of the ENTITY system. Once you've entered the patient's 

registration information, it's available throughout the network whether you're scheduling 

an appointment, sending a letter, reviewing medical records, or running a report. 

ENTITY Registration system will give you the ability to gather and store 

complete, accurate registration data which is the foundation of an effective patient 

management system. With complete Appointment Scheduling, Patient History and 

Admission, you finally have a comprehensive system which includes the automation and 

integration you need especially to remain competitive in today's changing health care 

environment. Therefore, the PMCS system creates a systematic flow of information for 

the user especially in managing patient records; it also creates customer/patient 

satisfaction and increases the standards of health management. 
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1.2 Project Overview 

The proposed system which is basically the Penang Medical Center System 

(PMCS) is actually a web-based information system with a centralized database, which 

is designed based on the client server architecture. The primary concern of PMCS is to 

develop a web-based information system in a hospital/clinic merely for information 

sharing. This information is neither administrative nor medical. This system can give 

access to all of the demographics, patient's progress, physicians and medical center 

records. 

Considering the Penang Medical Center System (PMCS) and what it's going to 

develop are basically systems that mainly focus on Patient Management Systems. The 

areas (sub-system) encompassed can be divided into few different modules, which are 

Registration, Scheduling, Patient History and Admission/Discharge. Each module 

consists of their areas as follows: 

Q Registration 

Inpatient & Outpatient 

Scheduling 

Doctor Schedule & Outpatient Appointment 

Q Patient History 

Prescription, Treatment, Laboratory and Personal Information 

~ Admission/Discharge 

Ward Management, Inpatient Management, Admission/Discharge 
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1.3 Objectives of Project 

The goal of PMCS is more to the usage of computers and communication 

equipment to collect, to store, to process, to retrieve, and mainly to communicate patient 

care and administrative information for all hospital/clinic-affiliated activities and to 

satisfy the functional requirement of all authorized users. Besides that, the project's 

objectives is to develop and to produce an appropriate, smart, robust, flexible, scalable 

and efficient registration system for Penang Medical Center System mainly for hospitals 

and clinics in Malaysia. The other objectives include are: 

&-To speed the admission processing 

&- To help patient by reducing their waiting time-during registration 

&- To avoid time overlapping for different patients-during appointment 

&-To view patient records which are stored in one place - patient's medical 

History 

&- To develop a database system to organize and store patient records and data 

related to the system. 

The long term objectives of this project are as mention below: 

&- To minimize repeat work processing 

&- To reduce paper management 

&- To have the accessibility of information from any location 

&- To have user friendly system 
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1.4 Scope of Project 

The Penang Medical Center System will be developed according to the following 

parameters: 

ho Remove multiple recording of patient registration data through a central 

registration database. 

&o The attainment of the system is limited with the usage of the users name and 

password and therefore assuring only a number of user to access. 

b The PMCS would comprise four modules, which is: Registration, Scheduling, 

Patient History and Admission/Discharge. 

f PMCS l 

r '\ 

REGISTRATION SCHEDULING PATIENT ADMISSION/ 
I 

HISTORY DISCHARGE 
.... ~ ' 

Figure 1.1: Project Scope 
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1.5 Importance of Project 

In medical development, we are continuously moving towards an electronic 

environment in which user will have the possibility to access in a transparent and 

integrated way of all medical data including numeric data, imagine data and text data. 

Significance of the project is the transformation of patient records into a completely 

electronic form. Besides that, through this gigantic project, not only administrators and 

patients have an overview of all the medical data, but they will also be able to reduce 

their time during registration process. 

The quality and outcome of the public users can be improved through the web 

based system by ensuring the accurate, relevant, structured and timely information 

which is made accessible to the appropriate personal at all levels. Therefore, the PMCS 

will quite definitely be a considerable and important step to start off into creating a 

whole new challenging web-based system. 

As pioneer in Malaysia, this project is rather significant in creating the new 

administrative way of data managing and manipulation. This is perhaps the most 

important time to begin with new research and also improving foreign existing methods 

and algorithms of maintaining data and information within a database in a more precise 

and meaningful manner. This will not only help to boost but maybe totally changing the 

way of Malaysian medical center registration process from its previous strategy into a 

better and a more competitive one. 

This is definitely going to be a gigantic outbreak in the Malaysian Medical 

l Iistory with the hope of some level of telemedicine that is taking place widely although 

room for improvement still presents. 
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1.6 Definitions 

Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity. This is a positively oriented definition 

because it centers on well-being. It is also a broad definition because it includes mental 

and social well-being and does not define health only in term of diseases or infirmities. 

What is managed healthcare? Any simple answer would miss the very real 

forces at work in the health care industry today that have led to evolution of 

management health care and would likewise miss the substantial positive contribution 

managed health care has made to the American health care system as we struggle to 

balance the three key elements which are access, cost, and quality. Managed healthcare, 

or managed care, is an approach to manage both the quality and the cost of medical care. 

System is a collection of element or components that are organized for a common 

purpose or a system that comprises hardware components that have been carefully 

chosen so that they work well together and not forgetting software components or 

programs that run in the computer. 
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1. 7 Project Schedule 

A project schedule that consists of the whole development's activities is essential 

as it acted as a time management and control to the developer. A carefully planned out 

project will achieve a systematic progress and ensure on-time delivery of the product. 

The draft of the proposed schedule is drawn using a Gantt Chart for a good look of the 

timeline proposed. Below Table 1.1 shows a systematic timeline of the proposed Penang 

Medical Centre System. 

.,, 2002 2003 
Key Activities l 1~1; ::,1 Jun Julv ·Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 

11f~ 
Researeh & Reading ~~: I I 

.,1•: 

:,, 

Literature Review »: ..... '""'~· 
I I 

"' I I 
Svstem Anahrsls ,1,,.· ·~., 

' "'"' ,I I I 
P • ..;;;;;::::I Finalization .s-. ,, . 

•: I I Svstem~an .. '• 

' ''.Ji, 

Module Codlna· I l 
.J '"' 
' 

Module Testlna l I I 

Svstem lntearatton & 'restina 1 I I 

Report Documentation I 
"' 

Table 1.1: Project Schedule 
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1.8 Project Report Organization 

This report will be prepared and arranged according to the chapters as below: 

"- Chapter 1- Introduction 

•:• Brief descriptions on project, the ideas, objective, scope, schedule and 

report organization 

"- Chapter 2- Literature Review 

•:• Research on existing health information system clinic and hospital 

•!• The health information system development in Malaysia 

•!• The existing system and comparisons 

.i. Chapter 3- Methodology and System Analysis 

•!• Model system development methodology 

•!• Functional and non-functional requirements of the system are identified 

•!• System requirements- hardware and software 

•!• Development tools 

"- Chapter 4- System Design 

•!• System Architecture- system flowchart 

•!• Database design-screen design 

•!• System logical design- DFD diagram 

"- Chapter 5- System Implementation 

•!• Processes involved in System Implementation 

•!• Coding approach and style 

._ Chapter 6- System Testing 

•!• Purposes of System Testing 
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•!• Testing techniques 

•!• Testing analysis 

i Chapter 7- System Evaluation 

•!• Evaluation techniques 

•!• Strengths and weakness of the system 

•!• Future enhancement and expansions of the system 

•!• Problem encountered and solution 

tl. Conclusion 

•!• Project's conclusion 
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1.9 Chapter Summary 

PMCS is a web-based application that makes the life of nurse/staff, physician and the 

user easier. It is designed to overcome those shortcomings in the current health 

information system like problems of time-consuming, work redundancy, etc. With the 

realization of its constraints or limitations, PMCS is designed to achieve its objectives of 

providing an easy-to-use, reliable, and maintainable system for health information users. 

[ts development process will be guided by the project planning as scheduled in project 

Gantt chart. 

After a brief overall introduction on the system, the next chapter will bring more 

in-depth explanation of the system. Literature review is carried out whereby current 

system. Literature review is carried out whereby current systems are surveyed to better 

understand how it is implemented, together with comparisons between different 

development tools, database and others. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
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2.1 Role of Literature Review 

To develop a system, you need to gather a Jot of information regarding the 

system itself. A lot of research and analysis have to be done before the development 

phase of the proposed system can be initiated. In search of useful, informative and firm 

requirements, the findings of all the information should cover broad areas of the various 

fields. It also must have a strong relevance in what it is being mainly discussed about. It 

is important enough to avoid any information repetition and eventually putting on 

redundancy. 

The main objective is to acquire the essential knowledge in giving the correct 

techniques and methods in implementing and designing a stage. Therefore the finding of 

this information comes from various sources for instance books, internet and surveys 

that are well thought and comprehensive. 
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2.2 Approaches to Literature Review 

Basically, each source will yield different information and facts and it depends 

on how the researches are being done. The approaches that are being used in this project 

are as follows:- 

._ Basically while doing this project I've done a lot of reading on various sources 

and initiatively summarizing the written materials. 

+ Rather than that I've also have seek advice and guidance from my supervisor and 

also having group discussions with my team members. 

i Besides that I've also access to some resources for instance the internet for more 

up-to-date information. 

i I've done some general researches on previous projects, thesis and reference 

books in the library and from the document room. 

"- Finally to support my project and to visible the, facts that I've gathered I 

personally visited a clinic. 
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2.3 Findings 

It is always been wise to create a good solution by looking around for existing 

ones. The objectives of this finding are mainly focused on the user interface, flexibility 

and the features provided. Below are the lists of some of the web site that were observed 

during this project and also include a short summary of the visit to one of the local 

private clinic which is listed as part of the findings. 

Sokka Clinic 

Sokka Clinic is located in Prai, Penang. The system that's been used here 

is a database system and it is considered a small system. This database system is 

mainly for physician diagnosis and used by the physicians to keep patient's 

records. This system does not include registration and billing. The registration 

process in this clinic is still in manual system which still uses card for each 

patient's medical record. 

~ University Malaya Medical Center 

This web site gives information about the hospital and vacancies that are 

available in the hospital, besides the basic information given. We can't view or 

had a look directly to the system because our appointment was after submit this 

proposal. No much can said about the system unless about their web. But the 

requirement will take as a guideline to develop this PMCS. 

~ Malacca Hospitals 

This web site provides user with information about the hospital, facilities, 

bed categories (wards class) and other information that a user should know about 

the hospital. 
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.4- Hospital Fatimah, lpoh 

This web side is consisting or provides information about the hospital to 

the Internet user. Beside the information it also provides 2 different services to 

patient and the user that is "Ask the Expert" and "Email Patient". Email patient 

provide service to the user to send the mail to their relative or friend who 

admitted. This message will printout or inform to the patient y the staff who 

incharge, this message will delivery within 24 hours. Beside that Ask the Expert 

it kind of questions and answers (Q&A) about the disease or any subject about 

health or need any further information . 

.i.. Cape Fear Valley Health System 

This web site provides health care providers referred services, but only 

those health care providers that are taking in new patients can be found. The 

search criteria is limited to the usage of "by specialty" and "by last name" 

keywords. Furthermore, the layout for this site is too simple and plain . 

.4- Baylor Health Care System 

This web site is quite a good site and it provides almost all of the 

specialties that enable users to obtain the diseases information that they would 

like to know about. 

BHCS provides powerful search engines that enable users to search a 

doctor by locations, health information by disease and condition, services by 

specialties and even job opportunities are also available. However, BHCS does 

not provide an ontine Health Care Management of Information System that 

allows physicians, medical administrators or patients to update with the relevant 

data through the net. 
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.i Providence Health System 

This web site is a simple site with a simple layout. The drawbacks that 

can be found in this site are the registration forms at the online pre-registration. 

Filling out these forms online will take about 20 minutes and the form consists of 

six pages. The patient must submit all six pages successfully to complete the 

online pre-registration. 

Providence I Health System So 

OLYMPIA& c 
Home I 54lrvlces I Facilities I Patient Resources I And a Doctar I Jobs I Health Information I aasses & Events I Dona 

Online Pre-Registration Form - Page 1 

Contact U1 

To begin pre-registration for St. Peter Hospital, please provide the following admiss 
information via our secure server. Note that online pre-registration is available onl 
overnight Stay, Short Stay Unit, Outpatient Surgery Center and Maternity. 

Filling out this form online will take about 20 minutes and will speed up your admitti 
process. The form consists of six pages. You must submit all six pages to success 
complete your online pre-registration. 

For patients being admitted within the next 49 hours: Do not till out this online 
Please call 360-493-7221 during normal business hours to pre-register by phone. 

Date scheduled for admission: 

Month January " Day 1 " Year 2002 .., 

Where ore 
you being 
admitted? 

Overnight Stay 
Short Stay Unit 

Figure 2.1: Example of the existing system (Providence Health System) 
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~..: , 

Hospital ()utpatient 
.~ Services 

.l ., .._ ~ -, 
I 

.,._ Putic-ut H.cgistn.nim1 
.,._ Pain Manage-men t 

Click on any of the Outpatient Services below for more info. 

Ambulatory Surgery JGo\ 

Patient Registration 

All patients receiving services at Medina Memorial Hospital 
are required to register in the Patient Registration 
Department. It is located on the first floor, adjacent to the 
main lobby. Please be sure to have your prescription from 
you doctor or other health care provider with you at the 
time of registration 

Billing information is asked for during registration. We 
understand that insurance and billing procedures can 
seem complicated at times. We will do out best to help 

Figure 2.2: Example of the existing system (Medina Health Care System) 

-- -- - -~ ' . --- -- HOSPITAL FAl'IMAll 

Information 
AC'CC)mmodtt!oo Admi1r!on Q.!i.sb.m i Flnanciel Arrengements Visiting Hours. 

o!schorae 

Discharge hours are between 11.30am till 1.00pm from Monday to Sunday unless 
specified. 

Room charges are based on room rates irrespective of the time of admission or 
length of stay for the day. Kindly be advised that an extra full day's rate will be 
charged if you vacate your room after 4.00 pm on the day of discharge 
(unless under special circumstances). 

All bills must be fully settled before you are discharged from the hospital unless 
guarantee letters from employers, Insurance Companies/ MCOs are provided. 

Accommod1tioo Mmlu!on ~ fio1nq1! Arnogemtnts V111tjog Hoyrs 

Figure 2.3: Example of the existing system (Hospital Fatimah) 
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2.3. l Overview of Internet 

The Internet is a large system of interconnected computer network that spans the 

globe. Using the Internet you can communicate with other people throughout the world 

by means of electronic mail; read online versions of newspapers, magazines, academic 

journals, and books; by joining the discussion group on almost any conceivable topic; 

participate in games and simulations; and obtain free computer software. Today, all 

kinds of businesses provide information about their products and services on the Internet 

itself Many of these businesses use the Internet to market and sell their products and 

services. Part of the Internet is known as the World Wide Web, or, more simply, the 

Web is actually a subset of the computers on the Internet that are connected to each 

other in a specific way that makes those computers and their contents easily accessible 

to each other. The most important thing about the Web is that it includes an easy-to-use 

standard interface. This interface makes it possible for people who are not computer 

experts to use the Web to access a variety of Internet resources. 

Public Information I I ,~ 
mrnnn 

~ Newsgroups 

8 Electronic Mail 
System 

r · 1,] Data Files 

TilTll~ 

Electronic Data 
Interchange & 
Commerce 

On ramp 

Figure 2.4: Concept of World Wide Web 
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2.3.2 Client/ Server Architecture Review 

A client can be defined as a single-user workstation that provides presentation 

services and the appropriate computing, connectively, and database services and 

interface relevant to the business need. 

Meanwhile a server is known as one or more multi-user processor with shared 

memory providing computing, connectively, and database services and interface which 

is actually relevant to the business needs. 

Client server computing is an environment that satisfies the business need by 

appropriately allocating the application processes between the client and the server 

processors. The client requests services from the server; the server processes the request 

and returns the result to the client. The communication mechanism is a message passing 

inter-process communication (IPC) that enables to distribute the placement of the client 

and server processes. Client server is a software model of computing, not a hardware 

definitions. The most widely used architectures in today's network environment are as 

follows: 

"- Two-tier client/server 

Refers to client server architecture in which the user interface runs on the client 

and the database is stored on the server. The actual application logic can run on 

either the client or on the server. 

Client [l=.Jl_,. -"""~ I r !;:, 
Display 

Business Processing 

·P 
lTJIJll"lTT' " 

Processing 
Data & Business 

Server 

Figure 2.5: Two-tier client server architecture 
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"-- Three-tier Architecture 

A special type of client server architecture consisting of three well- 

defined and separate processes, each running on different platform: (1) The user 

interface; (2) The middle tier or often called the application server which is 

actually a process data; (3) A database management system (DBMS) that stores 

the data required by the application server. This tier runs on a second server 

called the database server. 

The three-tier design has many advantages over traditional two-tier or 

single tier designs, due to the fact that the added modularity makes it easier to 

modify or replace one tier without affecting the other tiers and separating the 

application functions from the database functions makes it easier to implement 

load balancing. 

Database 
Server 

Display 

Application 
Server 

Business Processing 

Figure 2.6: Three-tier client server architecture 

"-- Multi-tier Architecture 

The multi-tier architecture is an extension of the three-tier architecture. 

There arc two ways of achieving this architecture. Various types of servers are 

connected to the middle tier. These services are integrated and coupled, and to be 
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used only by the client. The other method would be partitioning the application 

logic among various hosts. Encapsulation of distributed functionality in such a 

manner provides significance advantages such as reusability and reliability. 

Application servers that contain the business rules and processing logic can 

access other application servers m order to supply services to the client 

application and servers. 

Data Server Layer 

..... apply knowledge .,....... ;·~;:;;· ··· \ 
................................ 

0 
\ data 
-, .. ........... 

netw ork data 
server 

Storage: 
Data server layer for 
data storage only 

. .. 
...................... ··· 

Processing: ... ··· Display: 
Processing takes place Result is displayed on thin 
here, on one or more client (eg: Web browser) 
application server's 

Application Server 
Layer 

ap@nowledge 

Client Layer 

...................... 

ne~ork 

Figure 2.7· Multi-tier Client/Server Architecture Design 

2.3.3 Overview of Scripting Language 
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Scripting language is an intermediate stage between HTML and programming 

languages such as Java, C++, and Visual Basic. The primary difference between 

scripting languages and programming languages is that the syntax and rules of scripting 

languages are less rigid and intricate than those of the programming languages. There 

arc two types of scripting languages which are: 

2.3.3.1 Server- Side Scripting 

A server-side script is a script that is specially interpreted by the web server. There are 

several server-side technologies available in the market today. Just to name a few of 

them which are: PHP, CGI and ASP. 

• PBP 

PHP is a programming language being used on the server to create dynamic 

web pages. This technology is quite similar to Allaire ColdFusion, the ModPerl, 

Sun's JSP or Microsoft's ASP (Active Server Pages). PHP scripts are often 

embedded in the HTML code of page, and then get parsed on the server side. This 

would only allow the browser sees plains HTML only. 

PHP is actually the most popular module for the Apache web server, according 

to an E-Soft survey. Anyway, studies have found that PHP is only in use on over 6% 

of all web domains in the world. That meant its market competitiveness is still very 

low compared to other web programming language. The knowledge of C 

programming language (with the complexity such as memory management, pointers, 

and strong typing taken out) is essential for the coding of PHP. 
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In the aspect of performance, a dynamic web page written using PHP could 

only execute in an intermediate speed as all the logic the application are integrated 

into the HTML. This makes web pages quite large in its size and takes some time to 

load and need optimizers to enhance the speed. PHP developed applications are 

portable in the condition of using PHP4.0 and above. The previous versions of PHP 

could only be integrated into the Apache web server or runs as a separated CGI 

Program. 

i Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 

CGI is a mechanism for creating scripting on the server, which can then be 

used to create dynamic web applications. CGI allows the user to invoke another 

program (such as a Perl script) on the web server to create the dynamic web page 

and the role of CGI is basically to pass the user-supplied data to the program for 

processing. CGI scripting programming is a method of creating a program that 

follows this standard of communications. A CGI script is just simply a program that 

communicates with the web document. Web documents are any kind of files used on 

the web. They could be HTML document, text files, images, or any other file 

formats. The existence of this gateway between the programs programmers have to 

write and the web document, allows them to create much more dynamic and 

interactive web pages than with the HTML alone. Figure 2.8 shows an example of 

client's request and retrieving of data. 
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HTTP Protocol CGI 

Web Web CGI 
browser - ~ server ~ ~ programs 1.: ~ Database - - - ~ ~ 

I'' 
;: ;: : ::·.~· . 'G4.; .. o::i:i~W:i'•: 

Figure 2.8 Example of the client's request and retrieving data using CGI 

~ Active Server Pages 

Active Server Pages provides the efficiencies of application programming 

languages (API) access without the complexity and programming. In an ASP system, 

the code is usually written using a scripting language within the HTML page along 

with the tags themselves. When a web server locates an ASP page, the code is then 

executed on the server itself, generating in effect a pure HTML page. An often 

quoted security advantage is that the ASP code is stripped out before the page is sent 

to a browser preventing access to the source of proprietary application. 

ASP is actually a feature of the Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS), but 

the pages can be delivered to both Microsoft Internet explorer and Netscape 

Navigator. Tt is important to note that ASP is different from the client-side scripting. 

With ASP scripting, the user can use any scripting language for which he/she 

provides the appropriate scripting engine. The majority of ASP pages are created 

using either VBScript or Jscript. 
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Active 
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Client PC 
Active X 

Components 

Figure 2.9: How Active Server Processes ASP Files 

2.3.3.2 Client-Side Scripting 

A client-side script is a script that is interpreted by the browser; Java, JavaScript and 

VBScript which are the most popular ones at the moment. 

"- Java 

Java rs a cross-platform for developing applications. Java offer better 

functionality and capabilities in areas such as graphic functions and file handling 

than scripting language . 

..j_ JavaScript 

JavaScript is a scripting language mainly developed by Netscape. JavaScript is 

relatively simpler and less sophisticated than a real programming language, yet still 

powerful enough to be truly useful and it is also ideal for validating user input and it 

makes sure that the data entered by users is valid. JavaScript can easily manipulate 

various browser objects and it is used intelligently to conserve bandwidth. 
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.i VBScript 

VBScript is a subset of Microsoft Visual Basic and is upwardly compatible 

with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). The major feature of VBScript is to 

provide scripting, automation, and customization capabilities for Web browsers. 

VBScript talks to host applications using ActiveX Scripting. Normally with an 

ActiveX Scripting, browsers and other host applications do not require special 

integration code for each scripting component. 

2.3.4 Database Application Programming Language 

.i Microsoft Access 2000 

Microsoft Access 2000 is a relational DBMS (Database Management System) 

which is designed for small office or home user to use for storing data's in relational 

format. With data access interface paradigm such as Remote Data Object (RDO) and 

Data Access Object (DAO), Access not only can be used as a database in a 

c1ient/scrver but also as an n-tier architecture system. It provides intuitive and user 

friendly interface to create a database easily, but it is quite slow in processing 

transaction to SQL 7.0. 

-4- Oracle 

Oracle supports not only structured alphanumeric data placed in traditional 

database tables and rows, but also unstructured text, images, audio and video. It is 

used to manage everything from personal information to corporate data centers and 

even to giant multimedia system that serve up information which is currently on 

demand. It runs on almost every popular computer, from the smallest laptop, to the 
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largest supercomputer, to the network computer that will bring interactive news, 

entertainment, education and commerce into home and office. 

4- Structured Query Language (SQL) 

The Structured Query Language was initially designed as a database language 

to explicitly access DBMS based on the Relational model. SQL is more properly 

described as a sub-language, since it does not contain any facilities for screen 

handling or user input/output. SQL is an elegant concise query language with only 

30 commands that can be used to create statements, which are close to simple 

English natural language statements. 

2.3.5 Other Software Development Tools 

+- Dreamweaver UltraDev 4 

Dreamweaver UltraDev 4 is software created to help the developer, 

programmer and designer to ceate and change the web application data in visual with 

multiple server platform. Among the server that support by amweaver UltraDev 4 

arc Microsoft ASP, Sun Microsystem JSP and Allaire ColdFusian Markup 

Language. 

+- Microsoft FrontPage 2000 

Microsoft FrontPage 2000 is software that to develop web pages and 

management tools which we can use to desing anything in the web page. It is easy to 

because its function is same as other Microsoft Office Premium. 
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The differences between Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 4 and Microsoft 

FrontPage 2000 is shown in the Table 2.1. 

Software Advantage Disadvantage 

Dreamweaver UltraDev 4 i) Allow multiple server i) Need good understanding 
platform 

ii) This software need to 
ii) Create database content buy separately 
straight to web pages 

iii) Expensive sotfware 
iii) Developer feel easy to 
manage the data 

iv) Easy to integrate with 
other multimedia softwares 

Microsoft FrontPage i) Easy to understand i) Limited platform 
2000 

ii) Can buy together with ii) Cannot integrate with the 
other Microsoft office database 
software 

iii)Suitable for novice user 

Table 2.1: The differences between Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 4 

and Microsoft FrontPage 2000 
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2.4 Relationship to Proposed Project 

The proposed Penang Medical Center (PMCS) system would incorporate several 

techniques used in the reviewed system. As the main objectives of the proposed system 

would be to provide user with a good registration system, a user-friendly web-based 

system, the system has to be simple and easy-to-use. The literature reviews has helped to 

decide on the most suitable tools and to determine the important elements of a Penang 

Medical Center System (PMCS). 

Though there are many elements comprised on each of the system the PMCS 

would only include the necessary elements to keep it simple. The proposed system 

would be a free web-based system that contains similar elements akin to many of the 

reviewed systems. As a web-based system, the system would be developed on a client 

server computing model. There are various client/server architectures but only a few 

suits the proposed system. The review on the client/server architecture provides a great 

deal of Information on client/server computing model and also helped to identify the 

most suitable architecture for the proposed system. 
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2.5 Chapter Summary 

The overview of the existing system is to determine the advantages and the 

weaknesses of the system. Therefore, it can become the guideline to develop a more 

advanced new system by taking the advantages and avoiding the weaknesses. 

Advantages of the existing Computerized System are basically a lot and one of it is a 

user can access the web site anytime (24 -hours per day) and this method is used for the 

stand-alone system. The security in the Internet is not a problem, because there are wide 

ranges of security such as firewall and digital signatory existed in it. Besides that the 

users can also analyze patient's medical history because every patients report is up to 

date because it is systematically recorded in the database. 

The weakness of the existing system contains too much information because the 

web pages are full of the text information; it is too complicated and difficult to 

understand. Rather than that the poor interface design which is full of text and 

subsequently makes the background color too bright and causes the user to feel 

inconvenienced and uncomfortable. Moreover a user also needs to fill in many fields and 

it takes a lot of their time. This PMCS system although does not have powerful features 

to some extent, still has some strength of its own when compared to some existing 

system (computerized system whether Ms DOS or stand alone). 
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Chapter 3 
Methodology 
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3.1 Objectives of Project 

The goal of PMCS is to use computers and communication equipments to 

collect, store, process, retrieve, and communicate patient care and administrative 

information for all hospital/clinic-affiliated activities and to satisfy the functional 

requirement of all authorized users. Besides that the project's objectives are developing 

and producing an appropriate, smart, robust, flexible, scalable and efficient system for 

Penang Medical Center System mainly for hospitals and clinics in Malaysia. The other 

objectives include: 

&o To speed the admission processing 

&o To help patient by reducing their waiting time-during registration 

&o To avoid time overlapping for different patients-during appointment 

&o To view patient records which are stored in one place 

&o To develop a database system to organize and store patient records and data 

related to the system. 

The long term objectives of this project are as mention below: 

&o To minimize repeat work processing 

&o To reduce paper management 

&o To have the accessibility of information from any location 

&o To have user friendly system 
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3.2 Development Methodology 

In this project, the system development methodology proposed is actually a 

combination of waterfall model and prototyping. The waterfall model is very useful 

especially in presenting a very high-level view of system development. 

ln this model, all stages are depicted as cascading from one to another implies 

that one development stage should be completed before the next begins. This model also 

includes the activities and sub-processes called prototype that enhance the understanding 

of system requirements. Prototyping helps to improve or to correct an error, thus the 

major kinks in the requirement, are addressed and fixed before the requirements are 

officially validated when a system testing is taking place. Validation ensures that the 

system has implemented the entire requirement, so each of the functions can be trace 

back to a particular requirement in the specification. System testing also verifies the 

requirement as the verification ensures that each function works correctly. 
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Requirement 
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( PROTOTYPING ) 

Validate 
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System 
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Program 
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Figure 3.1: Waterfall model with prototyping 
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3.3 Principal Stage of Waterfall Model 

The principal stages of the model onto the fundamental development activities are: 

1. Requirements analysis and definition. In this stage the requirements of the "to 

be developed software" are established. These are usually the services it will 

provide, its constraints and the goals of the software. Once these are established 

they have to be defined in such a way that they are usable in the next stage. This 

stage is often precluded by a feasibility study or a feasibility study is included in 

this stage. 

2. System and software design. In this stage the established requirements, flowing 

from the first stage, are identified as software or hardware requirements. The 

software requirements are then translated in such a way that they can be readily 

transformed into computer programs. 

3. Implementation and unit testing. This is the stage where the computer programs 

are created. Each program is called a unit, and unit testing is the verification that 

every unit meets its specification. 

4. System testing. All the units are combined and now the whole is tested. When 

the combined programs are successfully tested the software product is finished. 

5. Operation and maintenance: Most software products include this stage of the 

development. It involves correcting errors that have gone undetected before, 

improvement and other forms of support. This stage is part of the life cycle of a 

software product, and not of the strict development, although improvements and 

fixes can still be considered as "development". 
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3.4 Rationale for Proposed Methodology 

This model is chosen because waterfall model can suggest to the developer the 

sequence of activities that they should expect to encounter. Besides that, the developer 

also can gauge how close the project is to completion and mainly to give point of time. 

The Waterfall Model also enables the developer to make necessary preparation for the 

next phase. 

Prototyping is used with waterfall model because it basically helps the developer 

to enhance their understanding about the system. The user requirement will be identified 

and documented in the prototyping section in the waterfall model. This information will 

be used to develop user interface and will be known as the prototype. In other words, 

prototyping also enables the user to interact with the system to have a better 

understanding about what the new system will actually be. All of the feedback from the 

user will be used to re-adapt the prototype in order to fulfill the user needs. The 

prototype is then used again and re-adapt until it satisfy the developers and users. The 

prototyping is added to waterfall model because the users do not know exactly what they 

want until they actually have a chance to see and work with the system or part of the 

system. Then, the system developers build system using feedbacks supplied by the users. 
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3.5 Requirement Analysis 

A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of something that the 

system is capable of doing in order to fulfill the system's purpose {Pfleeger, 200 I]. A 

requirement does not only describe the flow of into and from the system but also the 

constraints on the system's performance. Requirement elicitation us the critical part of 

the process. This is because variety of techniques should be used to determine the user's 

need and customer's want. Basically the requirements identify the (what) of the system 

where else the design identify the (how) of the system. 

Requirements definition is a complete listing of everything the customer expects 

the proposed system to do. It represents an understanding concept between a customer 

and developer of what the customer actually needs or wants and it is usually written 

jointly with the developer. On the other hand, the requirement specification restates the 

requirement definition in technical terms appropriate for the development of a system 

design Figure 3.2 shows the process of Determining Requirement. 

.--- 
Requirement Elicitation Req uiremeot Definition 

and Analysis and Specification 

Problem Problem Prototyping > Documentation -. ---.. 
Analysis Description & Testing and Validation 

~ 

Figure 3.2: The process of Determining Requirement 
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3.5.1 Requirement Specifications 

The requirements of PMCS can be divided into two categories. They are 

functional requirements and non-functional requirements. Functional requirement 

describes how PMCS applications interact with its operating environment. On the other 

hand, non-functional requirement are the limitations on the system that narrow the 

choices that can be made for implementation. 

3.5.1.1 Functional Requirements 

A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 

environment. Since the requirement describes a system's behavior, hence the functional 

requirement also explains how the system should behave when given a contain stimuli. 

An authentication and authorization process is vital to this system to protect its database 

from the non-authorized user. In order to access patient's data in the administration 

section, a user identity and password are required. The process is necessary to establish a 

secure communication between the user and the server. Functional requirement for 

PMCS will be divided into two which are: administration section and client section. 

I. Administration Section 

The system modules provide several general functions, which are listed below: 

4- System Administrator Login 

The functions of this module is to unable the system Administrator to create 

user groups and creates the administrator ID to access the system. 
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~ Add/ Delete User 

An administration can add new user or delete a current user from the system. 

This function enables the administrator mainly to keep track of the current users of 

the system. 

~ Change Password 

An administrator is able to change the password if he/she wants to. To enhance 

security aspects, the password has to be confirmed. 

~ Link 

This module has several links that links to another interface. The following page 

lists down the functions and advantages of each modules and sub modules in the system. 

Registration 

Figure 3.3: Registration Module 

Inpatient 

Inpatients arc patients who are admitted in the hospital. For the existing 

records, search for the records and then fill up the extra field required for inpatient. 

Outpatient 

Outpatients are patients who want to get treatment and not admitted in the 

hospital. The registration for outpatient will be accessed by the staffs and nurses who 

are on duty. 
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•!• Advantages 

During an emergency case, staff/nurse or medical administrator can access the 

patient records immediately when a patient is in the emergency condition. Searching 

for the patient's record will be easier and no more repeating the work (manual 

system) for a same purpose. 

Scheduling 

Scheduling 

Doctor Scheduling Outpatient Appointment 

Figure 3.4: Scheduling Module 

Doctor Schedule 

This interface will be access mainly by the doctors and it will give 

information's or a reminder to the physician on how many patients they are suppose 

to visit for each day. 

Besides that it also provides patient schedule for the next appointment to the 

doctor, and it will prevent time overlapping with other patient's appointment time. 

Outpatient Appointment 

This interface will be access by the nurse/staff, to view time and how many 

patients arc scheduled for physician for each day. 
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•!• Advantages 

This system will help to avoid time overlapping for different outpatient at the 

same time. When a Physician has to attend emergency operation, their patient will be 

arranged to other physicians, it will be done by nurse and they will fix the new time 

to the new physician. Besides that it is also will reduce the waiting time for 

outpatient before starting with their treatment. 

Patient History 

Patient History 

Laboratory Treatment 

Personal Information Prescription 

Figure 3.5: Patient History Module 

Personal Information 

Keep track of all the patient's information records 

Treatment 

The interface is actually what the Physician will record about the patient's 

treatment on that particular treatment day. This interface links to the laboratory by 

choosing the option button to view if the patient has done laboratory test to view the 

results. 
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Prescription 

This interface will be access by the pharmacist 

Laboratory 

This interface is for the lab assistant to key in the result of the test they have done 

to the patient. 

•!• Advantages 

This system can minimize the time used in searching for the patient's records, 

laboratory records and other records. Besides that the system also will help to view 

patient's record which is stored in one place. 

Admission/ Discharge 

Admission/ 
Discharge 

I I 
" 

Ward Inpatient Admission/ 
Management Management Discharge 

Figure 3.6: Admission/ Discharge Module 

Ward Management 

This is the information about the ward and the person who is on duty. 

Inpatient Management 

This interface consist of patient treatments, extra treatments such as test with 

result, medicines that was given when the patient was admitted, and all about the 

patient as it was link to the module Patient History. 
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() Admission/Discharge 

This interface consist of patient admission, discharge process, patient location, 

schedule of discharge patient to assign vacate beds to the waiting patients. 

•!• Advantage 

Inpatient managements are better managed compared to the previous time. 

2. Client Section 

The client section consists of 2 different main modules as shown below: 

+. Search by registration number or identity card number 

Users are able to search for a patient's ward by entering the registration number 

or identity card number of that particular patient. 

4- Keyword Searching 

Basically this module allows user to enter word(s) to be searched by name or the 

patient's history. The keyword can be done either on general or specific race if 

the option specific race was chosen then the race has to be specified. 

The Functional requirement for integration of all these modules is that, all these 

modules are expected to provide their services in an integrated environment. The 

integration covers the flow of data among the systems used and front-end integration. 

The front-end integration includes the user interface integration. Integration should also 

allow modules to be added in future in order to increase the usefulness of the system. 
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3.5.1.2 Non-Functional Requirement 

A non-functional requirement or constraint describes a restriction on the system 

that limits the choices for constructing a solution to the problems that arise. The 

constraint usually narrows the selection which is made at the design stage, after the 

requirements have been specified. The following are described as the keys non 

functional requirement for the PMCS. 

i Portability 

Portability refers to the capability of the system to operate on various 

platforms regardless at manufacturer or operating system. The implementation of 

PMCS involves integration of many tools and basically uses component-based 

technologies provided primarily by Microsoft. Therefore, the portability of the 

system applications is dependent upon the restrictions in support of these 

technologies by various platforms. At this moment, due to the restrictions in 

support of these technologies, the implementation of PMCS is restricted only to 

the Microsoft Windows platform. However, this situation might change in the 

future as support for Microsoft technologies are on demand. 

i Maintability 

Maintainability is the ease with which a program can be corrected if an 

error is encountered, adopted if its environment changes, or enhanced if the 

customer desires a change in the requirements [Pressman 1997]. Effort should be 

taken to locate and fix an error that occurs in a program. 
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i Reliability 

Software reliability is the probability that a program will operate 

successfully. The application system which includes software and hardware shall 

be reliable and shall not cause unnecessary and unplanned down-time of the 

overall environment. Each time an error is defected, it should be successfully 

rectified in order to improve the reliability of the system. 

i Flexibility 

Flexibility refers to the system's ability to adopt now technologies and 

resources as well as implementation in changing environments. As the projects 

implementation is based on client server architecture, it will be easy to modify 

the operational program. 

i Usability 

Normally the application system shall be easy to use. They shall enhance 

support rather than limit or restrict business process. Human interfaces shall be 

intuitive and consistent within themselves for the sake of purpose use. 

4 Scalability 

Scalability refers to the ability of the system to migrate to the machine of 

greater or lesser power, depending upon the need, without much change to the 

underlying components. Due to the client, server application and changes 

enhance the system to web-based application the scalability issues can be 

addressed rather well by separating the key modules. Each module can run on 

separate machines that can expend or contracted as well as run from within a 

single machine. Database scalability issues can be resolved using distributed 

database architecture. 
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"-- User Friendly 

If a program is not "user friendly" it is often doomed to failure, even if 

the functions that it performs are valuable. Therefore, the user interfaces of the 

system should be easy to understand and user friendly. 

"-- Unity of Environment 

The PMCS must appear to the user as a single working environment and 

not an amalgamation of distinctly separate units. As such there must be a 

standardized interface design as well as standardized method for function 

invocation by the user. 
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3.6 Feasibility Studies 

An estimation is made of whether the identified user needs may be satisfied 

using the current software and hardware technologies. The study will actually decide if 

the proposed system will be cost-effective from the business point of view and if it can 

be developed given the existing budgetary constraints. A feasibility study should be 

relatively cheap and quick. The result should inform the decision of whether to go ahead 

with a more detailed analysis. [Sommerville, 2001] 

The PMCS is feasible because there are many systems regarding the health in the 

market. Even in Malaysia there are a few systems such as in Selayang Hospital which 

has been developed. So, in my opinion this project can been done successfully provided 

by certain tools and techniques given. This system is not only efficient but also provides 

a good way of registration process especially to patients who are in need. The PMCS 

constraints a patient's time and most of all the system is user-friendly. 
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3. 7 Determination of System Concept 

Determination of system concept is done from the early stage of planning to 

develop this system. This is to avoid the development of system which is differ from its 

objective and the system purpose. This determination include the service implemented, 

facilities provided, system constrain, functional and non-functional requirement. 

3.8 System Requirement 

3.8.1 Software Tools 

Information system today is developed using some form of software tools and 

these tools help to simplify the system development process by automating some of the 

processes besides reducing cost and time. While doing some surveys on development 

tools, the tools that have been chosen are most suitable tools for the system. The tools 

including the Operating System, Web Server, Database System, Web Application, 

Scripting Language and preferred Web Browser. The following are the tools used in the 

system after considering their advantage. 

+ Operating System 

Microsoft Windows XP Professional 

Windows XP Professional was chosen as the operating system of choice due to 

several advantages that are distinct when compare to other operating system. It is 

because Windows XP Professional has great capability in the behind-the-scenes running 

of the computer. Its performance is at an all-time high, allowing of using more programs 

and having them run faster than ever. Windows XP Professional is dependable and 
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stable, so we can always rely on the performance and effectiveness of the computer. 

Best of all, it's compatibility with other programs is better than ever. Although Linux 

also provides a user friendly GUI, it undoubtedly has much lower usage percentage in 

the market. This prompted us to choose the more popular Window XP Professional over 

Linux. UNIX was not chosen because it does not provide a user friendly GUI 

environment. Beside Window XP Professional support for innovative web published 

features, customizable tools and the new technology make Windows XP Professional is 

the best operating system available to publish information over the Internet especially in 

PMCS. 

~ Database 

Microsoft Access 2000 

Microsoft Access 2000 is a relational database that was developed by Microsoft. 

It has currently 10 million users worldwide. The Access package is one of the best 

selling relational database packages for Windows in the market. Together with the 

ODBC driver for Access, data retrieval can be made from database in client-server 

system architecture. 

The reasons of choosing Access 2000 are: 

It can be easily maintained by the database administrator. 

It migrate data from spreadsheets and other databases, and is the easy way to find 

answer, share information over intranet and Internet. 

Q lt allows generating, analyzing and creating reports fast. It integrates ease of use 

from the data entry point to printing in HTML. 

rt upsized to Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 for more controls. 
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<:> It can be integrated easily with Microsoft Front Page 2000. 

Many simple and user-friendly features in building tables, quires, forms and 

reports that can be customized to suit project needs. 

+. Web Application Language 

Active Server Pages 

ASP is chosen to be the toll for creating dynamic web pages. It is chosen because 

it is one of the most powerful, fastest and widely used in the industry. In fact because it 

is fast, we can cut down the processing time. This will be nice to user; they do not waste 

their time waiting for the downloading process. Because it is widely used, a lot of 

programmer may know it; this will be increase the ease of maintenance. Nowadays, a lot 

of end user deals with Microsoft Application; there will be a well combination between 

ASP and this software because it is a Microsoft technology. Besides, ASP can be 

executed in any computer, with any modem browsers. 

i Scripting Language 

VBScript 

Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition or better knows as VBScript is a 

member of the Visual Basic family of programming languages. It brings active scripting 

to wide variety of environments, including Web client scripting in Microsoft internet 

Explorer and Web server scripting in Microsoft Personal Web Server. 

VBScript does not include functionality that directly to the client machine's 

operating system or file system so it is safe for the World Wide Web. 
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JScript 

It is a powerful scripting language targeted specifically at the Internet and it is a 

full implementation scripting language that consists of some enhancement that takes 

advantage of capabilities of Microsoft Internet Explorer. JScript is an interpreted object 

based scripting language. JScript scripts can run only in the presence of an interpreter, 

either in a web server or a web browser. It is a loosely typed language that has little 

capability for reading or writing files and Jscript is also a case-sensitive, while VBScript 

is not. 

~ Web Application Development Tools 

Microsoft FrontPage 2000 

Microsoft FrontPage 2000 provides a comprehensive solution for publishing and 

managing workgroup Web site. FrontPage 2000 helps users to create the sites they want 

whether in creating a personal Web page or corporate Internet or Intranet site and it is 

easy to learn. Besides that it makes updating sites easy, and works well with Office. In 

addition, Office 2000 users can now save HTML documents directly to FrontPage-based 

sites, while features such as shared Office menus and toolbars make Office users feel 

immediately comfortable with ProntPage 2000 by describing new and improved features 

that allows teams to create and manages intranet sites. 

Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 4 

Besides Microsoft FrontPage 2000, I also have been usmg Macromedia 

Dream weaver Ultradev 4 in order to create ASP pages. It is easy to use because we can 

check the coding while we typing the coding. Other than that, Macromedia 
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Dreamweaver Ultradev 4 also is a user friendly web development tools. It also have 

interactive buttons to help to develop interactive web pages. 

• Web Browser 

In terms of Web Browser, I have chosen Internet Explorer (IE) because of some 

unique features that the other browser doesn't have. One of them is the IE which 

interacts well with both the Scripting language VBScript and JScript Both JScript and 

VBSript are essentially plug-in scripting language-they interact with internet Explores 

underlying ActiveX scripting architecture to drive the Web browser. If we choose IE as 

our browser, then it will not assume that our- user will use IE as their browser. They 

have their authority to use others that suit to their application. 

There arc two ways to solve this problem: 

Code for one browser only. 

This is not really a viable solution. By using the Navigator only the JavaScript 

will limit to our web page's audience. 

Code only to the least common denominator. 

By limiting the JavaScript to that which works for both Navigator and Internet 

~xplore, developers will have to access to most of the functionality they need. In 

other words, the developers has to test with both the tests will have to occur via the 

web server as well as run locally; the tests should be repeated several times to ensure 

that no adverse effect show up over time ; the code should be tested with all possible 

environments. 
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-4- Others Tools 

Adobe Photoshop 6, Macromedia Flash 5, Swish 2.0 and Background Magic are 

the tools chosen to develop more attractive web page. 

3.8.2 Hardware Requirement 

Server Hardware Requirement 

Server with Pentium 2.00GHz Processor. 

2 GB hard disk 

Minimum 32 MB RAM 

NIC and networking connection with 10 Mbps bandwidth 
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3.9 Chapter Summary 

Methodology and system analysis are the most critical process of information 

system development. By having a good methodology a plan can be drawn up to guide 

the development towards the project goals. However system analysis is used to 

determine and clearly to find out what a system does and to analyze the system needs 

either is functional requirement or non-functional requirement. 

The reviewing of the methodology being used, procedures that specify the 

system requirements in detail, analysis of development technologies will help in gaining 

the advantages and knowledge about the implementation of the proposed system. 

The following chapter will discuss about the design of the system, which 

includes the system architecture review, description of system flow, description of 

database and interface design and other system components. 
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4.1 Introduction 

"The system design phase is covered with synthesizing or putting all the parts 

together into a viable, workable system" [Sellapan, 1998]. In other words, system design 

is concerned with how the system's functionality is to be provided by the different 

components of the system. The design processes for PMCS are divided into 

architectural, functional, process, database and user interface. 

4.2 Structure Chart 

Structure chart is used to depict high level of obstruction of specification system. 

The use of structure chart is to describe the interaction between independent modules. 

Major function forms the initial component part of the structure chart, which can be 

broken in to detail sub component. PMCS is divided into four major components mainly 

Registration, Scheduling, Patient History, Admission I Discharge. Each of these four 

components is further divided in to many modules as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Login Screen 

Registration Scheduling Patient History Ad/ Dis 

Search Outpatient App Doc. Schedule I 
Search 

Edit/Add 
Add View Search 

Delete 
Delete Save Edit Save 

Send Save View 

View 
Save 

Personal Info Treatment Laboratory Prescription 

Edit Update Search View 

Search Search Update Add 

Save Save 

Add Delete 

Figure 4.1 tructure Chart PMCS 
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4.3 Architectural Design 

An architectural design is the initial design process of identifying the subsystems 

and establishing a framework for subsystem control and communication. Large system 

can be decomposed into subsystems that provide some related set of services 

[Sommerville, 2001]. Architectural design usually requires the system structuring and 

modular decomposition activities. 

<~---' 
HTTP Response 

HTTP Request = 
0 0 0 0 D ~--lo a o o 

Client Web Server & ASP Engine Database 

Figure 4.2: System Architecture for PMCS 

The system is designed in such a way like 3-tier client server architecture, where 

in local network every system user will be the client to make request to the server. After 

receiving requests, the server will response and processes the client's request and 

presents an active or dynamic content page by retrieving data from backend database. 

For development stage, the server combines three major functions which are the web 

sever, Active Server Pages and the Access Database. 

4.4 System Functional Design 

Designs for this part arc same like in 3.5.1.1 Functional Requirements. 
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4.5 Process Design 

The program's design rs concerned with translating the design into well- 

structured program modules. 

4.6 System Flow 

•!• Outpatient Treatment 

Overall outpatient can be categorized into two parts which is outpatient that have 

appointment and those who have no appointment and may be new patients or patients 

who have already registered but wants to get treatment. 

Usually when outpatient comes to get treatment, the patient normally already has 

an appointment for that day. Patient will go to the counter and give their Identity Card 

(IC). The Staff on duty will find out whether the patient has a record or not in the 

hospital. If not the Staff will register the patient record under Registration module. The 

Staff will give the patient a patient number. The staff will inform to the doctor by 

sending a message that he/she has new patient. However the patient with an appointment 

will inform the StaIT on duty and give their IC, the Staff will confirm their Doctor by 

viewing the Patient Appointment Scheduling and send message to the doctor that their 

patient is already here. If there is an emergency and the Doctor is not in, his/hers patient 

will h<": himti<":ti over lo another Doctnr on ti11ty Thi« will he done when th~ patient comes 

'" th(• ro11ntPr ,-,,,,(l thP <:IJ'lff will infnrm thr-rn Rnn <:Pnl'i thr-m tn thP nPw nnr.tor All 

modification will he done under Patient Annointment Scheduline. Evervthins is the -~ - 
same a explains above 
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Once the Doctor receives the message, the doctor will search for the patient's 

previous treatment... By selecting the date, he/she wants to look and select view button. 

This will link with Treatment; here the doctor can see the previous treatment. ff he/she 

wants to add any treatment today, the doctor will choose the add button. If the patient, in 

last treatment have done Laboratory test the doctor can view by choosing the test the 

patient has already done. This wi 11 link to the Laboratory. If not, the patient can get the 

medicine at the pharmacy. Here the patient will give their IC, and pharmacist on duty 

will access the Prescription, search for the patient prescription and view the medicine 

he/she should give. If the patient has to do the laboratory test the Doctor will choose the 

test that the patient should do and send the message to the lab assisted, who is on duty. 

There the patient will show the IC and the laboratory staff will do the test and the result 

will be keyed in to the Laboratory. The patient who has completed the laboratory test 

will go to the accounts department to pay the fee for the test they have undergone. 

If the patient has to come for a next treatment the doctor will check the doctor's 

schedule to find a suitable date. This is to ensure that the date will not overlap with other 

patients. 

•!• Inpatient Treatment 

For inpatient treatment the patient will see the doctor before the patient is 

admitted, if they do. The nurse will register the patient as inpatient under Registration. 

The nurse will view the Ward management module to see the empty ward and the class 

or ward the patient wants. Once the patient is already registered and have bed, the 

records will be updated in the Billing. 

The Doctor will write the treatment or the patient status in the report beside the 

bed (it is a carbon copy), after that the doctor will update the record. Once the patient is 
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discharged, the patient will have to go to the account department to settle her/his fees. 

This will all be done under Admission /Discharge and combination with Billing module. 

Yes 
START 

No 

Display Main Screen Menu 

Cancel 

No 

TllE END 

Yes 
Display Registration Submenu 

Yes 

Display Scheduling Submeou 

Yes 

Display Patient History Submenu 

Yes 

Display Ad/Disc Submenu 

Figure 4.3: System Flow Chart 
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4. 7 Data Flow Diagram 

Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) is a technique used to show the graphical 

characterization of the data processes and flows in a system. The DFD gives an 

overview of system inputs and outputs, processes and the flow of data through each 

process. 

Objectives of Data Flow Diagram are: 

v To show the movement of the data between the system and its environment. 

To graphically document the boundaries of the system. 

To provide a hierarchical functional breakdown of the system. 

To document the intra-system information flows. 

To aid communication. 

To be able to understand the sign in DFD's that will follow; the basic symbols are 

depicted below: 

s YMBOL DEFINITION 

..... 

Transformation of data 

, 

Source of destination of data 

Data in static storage 

- 

/ 

D 
----- 
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I Flow of data 
Table 4.1: Data Flow Diagram Symbols 

4.7.l User Login Overview 

~ User Login 

When the user inputs the login identification and password, the data will be sent 

to the server. The server will then validate the password with the one stored in database 

server. Users with the correct password would be able to access their information, where 

else, unsuccessfully login would display a message on the system. 

i Change password 

Users have to provide the old and new passwords to change the passwords. 

/ 

User login 
Validate 
password 

User ID and password 
User 

,. 
I j User definition 

/ 

User changes password Change 
password 

New password 

Figure 4.4: User Login Module 
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4.7.2 Overall Design Overview Data Flow Diagram 

After much discussion, an overall view of how the different modules will interact 

with each other was thought up and a Level 1 DFD was drawn out to picture the overall 

system in graphical manner. 

The User Definition table is the only shared data source of this level of the 

system design. It contains the user names and definition for every user in the system. 

Each module in the system accesses this table to verify users before they are allowed 

entry into any particular module. 

The main entry point into the system is via the main page. At the main page the 

user can access more functions by logging into the system using specified username and 

password which are determined by the system administration. 

.. Login Users 

Login users have access to other value added services that are not available to 

regular user. By Jogging in, the user will be able to view or modify info in a least one or 

more at the following modules: 

Registration 

Scheduling 

Patient History 

Admission/ Discharge 

Access privilege for each module is determined from the user grouping in the 

User Definition table. By controlling user privileges access LO the system it can be 
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controlled by the administrator. The purpose of limiting user access is to avoid 

accidental crashes of the system or corruption of the data sources. 

Restricting site access also enables the administrators of the site to determine 

what went wrong should any user access cause the system to crash or lockup. In this way 

the cause of error can be determined without having to check the entire system. Besides 

in the PMCS the Services Center will contact the registered patient to verify their 

identity. A more detailed description of the how the login portion of the system works 

can be viewed in the Level 1 DFD in the Figure 4.5. 

.... Non-Login User 

The non-login portion of the site will have access to three of the main module 

use by the system as well as one more additional module, they are as mention below: 

Outpatient Registration 

About Us 

Services 

User interaction for non-login users is kept to a bare minimum to avoid mishaps in the 

overall working of the system. The level 1 DFD that describes a more detailed view of 

the non-login portion of the PMCS can be seen in the Figure 4.6. 
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/ ' 5.1 
I" ' 

2.1 . Ward . 
Outpatient ~ Management 

~ \. 

I 0 
/' ' User Identification Table / ' ~ 5.0 2.0 / <, 

5.2 

Registration Ad/Disc ~ 
Inpatient 

\. ~ \. , Management 
( ' '~ ... \ 

2.2 ~ 
I" ' Inpatient 5.3 

. 

~ Ad/Disc 

.. \ 
/ ' 1.0 

Login Module 
/ <, 

4.1 

\. ~ Description 

\. , 
/ ' 3.1 / <, 

4.2 

Doctor 
Laboratory cheduling ~ .. 

\.. 
\. 

' 
,, 

r ' /' ' / <, 

3.0 4.0 . 4.3 ~ 

Scheduling Patient Treatment 
History 

\.. / \. ~ \. / 

/ ' 4.4 
/ 

..., 
32 . Personal . .. 

Information 
Outpatient \. 
Appointment 

\. , 

Figure 4.5: Level Data Flow Diagram Depicting the Penang Medical Centre y tern 
Login Module 
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/ ' 0 

Login Page 

\. 

/ ' I 

Non-Login 

\. ./ 

~· / ' 2 

Outpatient 
, - 

Registration 
\. 

/ ' '. '. 3 I 0 I User Definition Table 
About Us 

./ 

/ ' 4 
- 

Services 

Figure 4.6: Level 1 Data Flow Diagram Depicting the Penang Medical Centre 
System Non-Login Modules 
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i,,, 

User Input 
USER 

i.a 

•r Usemarne & 

Usemame& 0 
password 

password 

PEN ANG ADMINISTRATOR ""' 
MEDICAL Add/Delete 

Output CENTRE Data 

SYSTEM 
. ~ 
Edit Data 

Figure 4.7: Context Diagram for PMCS 

/ " 2 1 Save 

No Register 
'- 

Search 
1 

N ursc/ Staff 
I D 1 j Patient Record 

l ~ 

/ ' 
Yes 

?? 

-.. View 
Record 

View 

'- 

Figure 4.8: Child Diagram for Registration Module 
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/ ' 
Send message to doctor 

3.4 Save 

dit 
--+ 

'" ,) 

Update 
Record . , . • 031 Appointment 

NURSE/ ... 
STAFF 

/ ' 
1 5 

'hanging 
Physician onfirmation L--+ 

View Save 
\.. ,) 

DOCTOR 

/ ' 3, l 
- View, : 

Doctor ~ Add/Delete, 
.....-----.. Schedule New Data 

'" ~ 

View 

..... 
/ 

Patient 
New 

11 

. 
Give new Appointment 

Appointment 
\.'---------- 

View 

r: ' - 17 . 
Patient 

Appointment View 
\. 

Save 

•'igurc 4.9: Child Diagram for cheduling Module 
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4.8 Database Design 

Data storage is one of the main elements of the Penang Medical Centre system. 

The data has to be available especially when requested by the user. Besides that, the data 

must be up-to-date and efficient retrieval of the data. The information obtained from the 

database should be in a form where it is easily manageable or able to be controlled. The 

objectives of the database design are as follows: 

v Data availability 

0 Data Integrity 

Efficient data storage 

Efficient updating and retrieval 

Qi Useful information retrieval 

Normally the detailed database would be designed concurrently when the system 

is fully developed. As the system comprises individual database table for each user, the 

database designs would be quite complicated. A systematic and well thought-out design 

would be designed in order to produce a well-designed database considering the above 

mentioned objectives. 

4.8.1 Data Dictionary 

This is a specialized application of the kinds of dictionaries used as references for 

system analysis to guide them through the design and analysis phases. As a document, 

the data dictionary collects and coordinates specific data term. 

There are 13 tables involved, which are: 

Q Appointment 
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<) Doctor 

0 Laboratory 

Login 

Login_admin 

() Pnt_personallnfo 

Prescription 

<.) Pnt_registration 

Staff 

Treatment 

Ward 

Wardmgmt 

Cnt 

Primary key - t 

Appointment 

Field Name 
app id 

doc id 

Data T e . Descrjption 
AutoNumber Auto number generated by MS Access 

for identification 
Text 
Text nt id 

~ate 
app time 

Dateffime 
Date/Time 

atient 

Time of appointment made 

Table 4.2: Database Structure of Appointment Table 
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Doctor 

Field Name Data Tvne Description 

sno Autonumber Auto number generated by MS Access for 
identification 

doc id Text Uniaue doctor Id assign to doctor 

doc name Text Doctor's name 

doc pass Text Doctor's password 

doc Specialist Text Doctor's specialization 

doc email Text Doctor's Email address 

doc phone Text Doctor's phone number 

Table 4.3: Database Structure of Doctor Table 

Laboratory 

Field Name Data Tvpe Description 

pnt ID Text Unique patient Id assign to patient 

date Test Daterrime Date when lab test was done 

tTestTD Autonumber Test Id number 
test Result Text Result for lab test 

lab asst Text Incharge Lab Asst 

Table 4.4: Database Structure of Laboratory Table 

atient 

Table 4.5: Database Structure of Login Table 

Login_admin 

U
ield Name j Data 'Ii'_p_e iDescri tion 
sernamc Text _ Admin lo in name 
assword _ Text __ Admin password 

Table 4.6: Database Structure of Login_Admin Table 
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Pnt_personallnfo 

Text atient 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Yes/No 

Table 4.7: Database Structure of Pot_persooallnfo Table 

Prescription 

Field Name Data Type Description 
Prescription _Id Autonumber Auto number generated by MS Access 

for identification 
treatment id Number Treatment Id 

date Pre Date/Time Date Prescribed 

medicine Text Type of medicine 

atv Text Quantitv of medicine given 
nharma incharge Text Pharmacist incharge 

Table 4.8: Database Structure of Prescription Table 

Pot_ registration 

Field N 
nt ID 

today da 
schedule 
name 
marital 
zender 
dob 
address I 
address2 
state 
email 

~ h_ehonc 
l q>honc 

Table 4.9: Database tructurc of Pnt j-egistration Table 

ame Data Type Description - Unique patient Id assign to patient Text - -- 
te Date/time Today's date -- Text Inpatient or outoatient 

Text Patient name 
I- 

Text Marital Status - 
Text Gender - 
Date/Time ,__Date of birth - 
Text Person, s address I - Text Person's address 2 - -- 
Text tate -- - Text Email address - Text I land hone number - - 
Text ·mer~nc contact 
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Staff 

Field Name Data Tvoe Descriotion 

SNO Auto Number Auto number generated by MS 
Access for identification 

STAFF ID Text Unique staff Id assign to staff 

STAFF NAME Text Staff name 
STAFF PASS Text Staff password 
STAFF TYPE Teat Staff positions (type) 

Table 4.10: Database Structure of Staff Table 

Treatment 

Field Name Data Tvoe Descriotion 
ont id Text Unique patient Id assizn to patient 
date treated Date/Time Treatment date 
t treatmentid Autonumber Auto number generated by MS Access 

for identification 
remarks Text Remarks by the doctor 

doc id Text Unique doctor Id assign to doctor 
prescription Yes/No Prescription 

Table 4.l 1: Database Structure of Treatment Table 

Ward 

ward 
staf[_1 
nurn o 
Rema 

Name Data Tvne Descrintion 
Auton umber Auto number generated by MS Access 

for identification 
id Text Unique ward Id assign to each ward 
'd Text Unique staff Id assign to staff 
f bed Number Beds number 
rks Text Remarks bv the warden 

Field 
slno 

Table 4.12: Database Structure of Ward Table 

Wardmgmt 

f 
F'ield Nam~Data Ty.P_e IDescrition 
t wardmgm Autonumbcr Auto number generated by MS Access 

__ for identification _ 
ward_id _ Text Uni ue ward Id assi n.J:Q_ each ward 
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nnt id Text Unique patient Id assizn to patient 
admit date DatefTime Admitted date 
admit time Date/Time Admitted time 
dis date DatefTime Discharge date 
dis time Date/Time Discharge time 
bed no Number Bed number 

dis Yes/No Discharge Process 

Table 4.13: Database Structure of Wardmgmt Table 

Cnt 

Field Name Data Type Description 
Staff Number Count staff 

Patient Number Count Patient 
Doctor Number Count Doctor 

Table 4.14: Database Structure of Count Table 
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4.9 User Interface Design 

"The user interface of a system is often the yardstick by which that system is 

judged. An interface that is difficult to use will, at best, result in a high level of user 

errors" [Sommerville, 200 l]. It is with that in mind, the needs, experience and 

capabilities of the users. The uses of color have been limited for this system as to give a 

more "conservative" look. Therefore, the colors used through out this system were 

consistent. Error messages are provided by the system to aid users who make mistakes 

during the operation. 

The user interface also will be designed as following principals: 

Consistency 

The interface would be consistent and therefore the comparable operations 

should be activated in the same way. Consistency plays role in structuring and 

organizing the content of pages in a tidy, neat and standard method, which will 

not cause users lost in space where they visited before. 

Recovera bi I ity 

The interface would be including mechanism to allow users to recover from 

their errors. 

Q User Familiarity 

The interface would use terms and concepts, which are common and easy to 

use . 

.,, Oser Guidance 

The interface would incorporate some form of context-sensitive guidance and 

assistance. 
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Q Simplicity 

There are less typing need, the instructions are simple and easy to be 

interpreted by the users. 

0 Attractiveness 

11 brings the attentions of users using interesting pictures or icons rather than 

plain and bored textual displays. 

Fie Edit View F.....,.-bls T oo4s 

. .) 1xJ 1ZJ ;J / ·Se..,.d> \ Favtdcs ""Media (P 

,..;~ @J C:\()oa.Jments_ond Settino<\M41a\MY Documents\WekOl!leP"O"\Wekomepaoe.html 

Health Welcome To i 
Information System 

Sip up Cot n~ 'llter? 
Ple:ue Insert your usernsme and password to exptore tbls side 

Username 
PleH• clJ~•- u ,, to R•r9'•11•""" 
lob• a moinhllf Password 

J<igure 4.10: Login Interface 
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Humt• : Hrul a Durtor P:.tilP'tlt Hr~oUITP!I: 

Pre-Registration 

To serve you, we've created an onhne pre-reg)Stratton form 
you can fill out right here and subaut before you arrive at one 
of our hospitals Tue form requires you to provide some standard information. 

No one enjoys paperwork. or the time spent filJi.og it out. 
But the speed of your reg)Jltratlon process is enhanced 
when we can obtain complete and accurate infonnabon before 

you arrive. 

1hc reejstrabon form is contained within a secure connection. This allows IllS to 
protect yow- personal information When entering this section. a security alert will appear. Please click OK to proceed For 
security purpose our Service Cerare will contact the Registered Patient to verify thcir identity 

If you have any questions about the form or the online pre-registration process, or if you would bke more informanon, please 
contact our Service Centre at 04-3832247 or 04-3832249 

Online Pre-Registraeion Fonn 

Figure 4.11: Registration Interface 
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4.10 Forms Design 

Forms play a very vital role as a tool of obtaining or capturing data in any 

information system. They are the most commonly used dialogue types for data entry. 

Forms are designed in system development as it can be used for the basis of data entry 

screen design where the user will be familiar with the data entry interface layout and 

most importantly transcription from paper to computer follows a sequence that the user 

know and the work of data entry into a computer system can be done easily and less 

error prone. In PMCS, several data entry forms were designed for the use of the 

system. Among the forms designed are patient registration form and physician 

appointment form. The example of the form for the patient registration can be seen in 

Appendix. 

In patient registration form, message box will be included to define what 

inpatient and what outpatient stands for. This is to make sure that the patients know what 

actually they are doing. 

Parienr .Registrarion - I 

Rlltlf(dratl•n If all requ/red lnforma£11n1 Is not: complece, you will be a deed co complete 
P•fi•nt lnf•rm•U•n: '1•e 8JJpllcsl:lqn 9/!81n RtJ<tulr6d fU•lds are mark•d wtm an Dstertsk • 

27108102=1 

OOutpat1ent Admission 
Today's Date 

I em scheduled for • 

a,)Cia1l iJ: p&Uo'd. Y't\oO 'Wll! l>t "4tn.ll::Ud *" O\ot hoq)u.l 

V.)lnpatient Admission 
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4.11 Statement of Expected Outcome 

As a conclusion, the expected outcome of this project would be a proper 

registration system which will reduce the time for filling the fields in the forms. Besides 

that this project also is a fully web-based and easy-to-use. The project has to accomplish 

the listed prerequisites and achieve all the objectives. The Penang Medical Centre 

System is expected to be stable and proficient in handling the requests of multiple users. 

Each and every user should not find any difficulties in using this system. 
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4.12 Chapter Summary 

System design is a very important phase in developing a system, regardless it is a 

brand new system or modifying an existing system, because it is going to tum a system 

on paper to a real one that its target users are going to use, feel and experience it. Thus, 

every single part must be taken into count and careful consideration in order to avoid 

losing control in processing of system development. In this chapter, the system design is 

discussed from broad idea to a detailed definition, which is from system architecture to 

system process and data flow. Besides, functionality of the system architecture to system 

process and data flow. Besides, functionality of the system is described here where 

significant and important modules are identified. Lastly, outline for the structures of 

database and tables are created and the sample screen layout template design is 

constructed for future development references. 

After the system design phase, the next stage to be discussed is the system 

implementation phase which is an important phase in translating the concept of the 

system into software representation. 
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5.1 Introduction 

After the system designing phase on how the system should be functioning, the 

next process will involves the implementation phase. The implementation phase is an 

important element especially when it involves a project developed by a team of people 

where integration of system is needed between sub systems. 

System implementation is the physical realization of database and application 

design. On completion of the design stages (which may or may not have involved 

prototyping), here comes the stages where the database and the application have to be 

implemented. The transaction process continues when a compiler accepts sources code 

as input and produces machines- dependent object- code as output. Compiler output is 

further translated into machine code- the actual instruction that drives micro-coded logic 

in the central processing unit (CPU). Coding and debugging is the major works involved 

in the implementation phrase. 

The effort spent in this phase will actually determines the success of the system 

and ease the processes of modification, debugging, testing, validation, system 

integration and for future enhancement. 

5.2 Development Environment 

The development environment has a certain impact on the development of a 

system. The choice of a right set of tools to get the work done is very important, either in 

software or in hardware. This will influence the success rate of the project a great deal. 

The hardware and software tools used in this system are as below in summarized 

version. 
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v Hardware Used 

The hardware used to develop the system is as listed below: 

• Intel Pentium IV 2.00GHz 

.._ 256MB Random Access Memory 

" 18.61GB Hard Disc Drive 

.._ Other standard desktop PC accessories such as keyboard, mouse, monitor, and 

network card. 

Software Used 

The software used to develop the system is as listed below: 

.._ Operating System: Window XP Professional 

.. Database Management System: Microsoft Access 2000 

.._ Programming Tools: Microsoft Front Page/ Macromedia Dreamweaver U1tradev 

.. Word Processor: Microsoft Word 2000 

5.2.1 Program Development and Coding 

Program development is the process of creating the program needed to satisfy an 

information system's processing requirements. Development and coding is the phase 

where takes the longest time in the development life cycle. Therefore, using the right 

tool and the right way to develop the system are crucial in determining the success of the 

project. 

For PMCS, it involves developing using different programming language from 

Actice Server Pages, JScript, VBScript, and Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML). 

Before starting on the coding process or any other detailed works on the program, a 
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review on the program documentation needs to be done followed by design of the 

program and finally going into the program coding process. 

5.2.1.1 Review the Program Documentation 

The first and foremost step to be taken in program development phase is to 

review the program documentation that was prepared during the earlier phases. The 

program documentation prepared in the System Design of Penang Medical Centre 

consists of architectural view, functional design, database design, process design, 

modules flow diagrams, data dictionary, and also the sample layout of the interface. The 

documentation provides a guide and an understanding of the works that need to be done 

in the coding phase. 

5.2.1.2 Designing the Program 

After reviewing the program documentation, designing the program is the next 

following process after that. For this phase, determining how the program can 

accomplish the features and functions that are described in the program documentation 

and developing a logical solution to the program problem is done. The logical solution 

or the logical of the program is a step-by-step solution to the programming problems. 

5.3 System Development 

This system development is done with the help of proper software tools. Coding is a 

important tasks to ensure system development follow the needs of system 

chracterizations. 
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5.3.1 Coding 

Coding that being used to developed the system is programming language such as ASP, 

VBScript and Jscript. 

Before the system development is proceeed fully, coding for each application is 

identified. The main applications that being used in this system development are as 

follows: 

1. Add new data 

11. Delete old data 

111. Error check 

rv. Data Connection 

5.3.1.l Add new data 

<°lo 
dim RS,RSl set my_conn= Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
my_ Conn.Open SourceDSN SET 
RS=SER VER.CreateObject("ADODB.RECORDSET") SET 
RSl=SERVER.CreateObject("ADODB.RECORDSET") RSI.OPEN "select* from 
cnt",my_Conn,1,3 RS.Open "select* from staff',my_Conn,1,2 
rsl("staff')=rsl("staff')+ I rs Lupdate RS.AddNew rs(l)="stf'& rsl("staff') 
RS(2)=Request.Form("txtStaflName") RS(3)=Request.Forrn("txtStaflPassword") 
RS( 4 )=Request.Form("cmbPosition") 

RS.Update 
%> 
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5.3.1.2 Delete old data 

<% 

dim rs, sql, delete 
delete= false 
set my_conn= Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
my_Conn.Open SourceDSN 
set rs=server. CreateObject("adodb. recordset") 
rs.Open "select* from staff",my_conn, 1, 3 
while not rs.eof 

if request. form( rs(" staff_ id"))= "ON" then 
rs.delete 
delete=true 

end if 
rs.movenext 

wend 
if delete then 

response. redirect "deldocresp. htrn" 
else 
response.redirect "delstaffasp" 
end if 

%> 

5.3.1.3 Error Checking 

<script LANGUAGE="JavaScript"> 

function Check:Error() { 

if (document.reg. txtStaffName. value='"') { 
alert("Insert Staff Name."); 
document. reg. txtStaffN ame. focus(); 
return false; 
} 

if (document.reg.cmbPosition.value="Choose One"){ 
alert("Select Position."); 
document.reg.cmbPosition.focus(); 
return false; 
} 
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if (document. reg. txtStaftPassword. value =" ") { 
alert("Insert the password."); 
document. reg. txtStaftPassword. focus(); 
return false; 
} 

if(document.reg.txtStaftPassword.value!=document.reg.txtStaffConfirm. 
value) { 
alert("Make sure the password and retype password are same."); 
document.reg. txtStaffConfirm.focus(); 
return false; 
} 

} 

</script> 

5.3.1.4 Data Connection 

dimRS,con 
set my_ conn= Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
my_ Conn.Open SourceDSN 
SET RS=SERVER.CreateObject("ADODB.RECORDSET") 
RS.Open "select* from STAFF order by sno",my_Conn,1,3 %> 

%> 
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5.4 Programming Guidelines 

The design is a guide to the function or purpose of each component, but the 

programmer has great flexbility in implementaing the design as code. The design or 

requirements specification may suggest a programming language, either directly because 

it is specified by the designers or customers, or indirectly because of the constructs used. 

In developing this Penang Medical Centre, ASP programming language is chosen to 

translate the designs to code. 

No matter what language is used, each program component involves at least 

threec major aspects: control structures, algorithms, and data structures . 

..._ Control structures 

It is important for program structure to reflect the design's ontrol 

structure. Readers should not have to jump widly through the code, marking 

sections to which to return and wondering whether they have followed the right 

path. They should concentrate on what is being done by the program, not on the 

control flow. Thus, many guidelines and standards suggest that the code be 

written so anyone can read a component easily from the top down. 

Generality is a virtue in writing code; do not make code more specialized 

than it needs to be, but do not make the components so general that performance 

and understandings are affected. Other design characteristics translate to sode 

omponents, such as coupling and cohesion. When writing programs, using 

parameter names and comments that exhibit the coupling among components is 

advisable. 
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4- Algorithms 

The program design often specifies a class of algorithms to be used in 

coding the component that is written.however there is a great deal of flexibilty in 

converting the algorithm to code, subject to the constraints of the implementation 

language and hardware. 

Performance or efficiency of implementation: it is good to make the code 

run as fast as possible, however, making the code faster may involve hidden 

costs: 

•!• The cost to write the faster code, which may be more complex and 

thus take more time to write 

•!• The cost of time to test the code, whose complexity requires more 

test cases or test data 

•!• The cost of time for users to understand the code 

•!• The cost of time to modify the code, if neccessary 

Thus, execution time is only a small part of the overall cost equation. Execution 

time must be balanced with design quality, standards, and customer 

requirements. In particular, sacrifice of clarity and correctness for speed is not 

advisable . 

.._ Data Structures 

In writing programs, data should be formatted and stored so that data 

management and manipulation are straightforward. There are several tecniques 
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that use the structure of the data to suggest how the program should be 

organized. 

Keeping the program Simple. The program's design may specify some of the 

data structures to be used in implementing funtions. Often, these structures are 

chosen because they fit into an overall scheme that promotes information hiding 

and control of component interfaces. 

Using a Data Structure to Determine a Program Structure. In general, data 

structures can influence the organization and flow of a program. In some cases, 

the data structures can influence the choice of language, too. For example, LISP 

is designed to be a lis processor, and it contains structures that make it much 

more attractive than some other languages for handling lists. Similarly, Ada and 

Eiffel contain constructs for handling unacceptable states called exceptions. 

5.4.1 General Guidelines 

Several overall strategies are useful in preserving the design quality in code. 

i- Localizing Input and Output. Those parts of a program that read input or 

generate output are highly speacilized and must reflect characteristics of the 

underlying hardware and software. Because of this dependence, the program 

sections performing input and output functions are sometimes difficult to test. In 

fact, they may be the sections most likely to change if the hardware or software 

is modified. Therfore, it is desirable to localize these sections in generalization of 

the overall system. Other systemwide functions to be performed on the input 

(such as formatting or type checking) can be included in the specialized 
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component, relieving the other components of the burden and thus eliminating 

repetition. Similarly, putting output functions in one place makes the system 

easier to understand and change. 

..... Including Pseudocode. The design usually lays out a framework for each 

program component. Since the design is an outline of what is to be done to the 

code, rather than to translate the design immediately into code. Pseudocode can 

be used to adapt the design to the chosen language. In this way, code can be 

rearranged and restructured with a minimum of rewriting. Thus, pseudocode has 

acted as a framework on which to construct the code. 

"'-- Revising and rewriting, not patching. When writing code, as when preparing a 

term paper or creating a work of art, a rough draft is often written. Then 

processes of revising and rewriting is repeated till programmers are satisfied with 

the result. 

"'°" Reuse. There are two kinds of reuse: producer reuse, where components are 

created designed to be reused in subsequent application, and consumer reuse, 

where components that were originally developed for other projects are being 

used. Being a consumer for a project, there are four characteristics to check about 

the components that are about to reuse: 

I. Does the component perform the function or provide the date you need? 

2. If minor modification is required, is it less modification than building the 

component from scratch? 

3. Is the component well-documented, so you can understand it without having 

to verify its implementation line by line? 
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4. Is there a complete record of the component's test and revision history, so 

you can be certain that it contains no faults? 

If being a producer of reusable components, several things must be kept in mind: 

O Make the component general, using parameters and anticipating similar 

conditions to the ones in which your system will invoke your components. 

O Separate dependencies so sections likely to need change are isolated from those 

that are likely to remain the same. 

Q Keep the component interface general and well-defined. 

Q Include information about any faults found and fixed. 

Q Use clear naming conventions. 

Q Documentation the data structures and algorithms. 

Q Keep the communication and error-handling sections separate and easy to 

modify. 

5.5 Documentation 

Many corporate or organizational standards and procedures focus on descriptions 

accompanying collection of programs. Program documentation is considered to be the 

set of written descriptions that explain to a reader what the programs do and how they do 

it. Internal documentation is descriptive material written directly within the code; all 

other documentation is external documentation. 
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5.5.1 Internal Documentation 

The internal documentation contains information directed at someone who will 

be reading the source code of the programs. Thus, summary information is provided to 

identify the program and describe its data structures, algorithms, and ontrol flow. 

Usually, this information is placed at the beginning of each component in a set of 

comments called the header comment block. 

• Header Comment Block. Just as a good newspaper reporter includes the who, 

what, where, when, how and why of a story, the following information must be 

included in the header comment block for each component: 

I. What your component is called? 

2. Who wrote the component? 

3. Where the component fits in the general system design? 

4. When the component was written and revised? 

5. Why the component exists? 

6. How the components uses its data stuctures, algorithms and control? 

.i. Other Program Comment. The header comment block acts as an introduction 

to program, much as the introduction to book explains its purpose. Addtional 

comments enlighten readers as they move through the program, helping them 

understand how the intentions programmers describe in the header are 

implemented in the code. 

For example: 

If ( value="Y") 

{ counter=counter+ l;}//increase counter by 1 if encounter value equals to 'Y' 
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.. Meaningful Variable Names and Statement Labels. Choose names for the 

variables and statements that reflect their use or meaning. Writing 

weekwage = (hrrate *hours)+ (.5) * (hrrate) *(hours - 40.); 

Make more sense to the reader than 

z = (a*b) + (.5) *(a)* (b-40.); 

.._ Formatting to Enhance Understanding. The format of comments can help a 

reader to understand the goal of the code and how the goal is reached. 

Indentation and spacing of statements can reflect the basic control structure. For 

example: 

if (age< 55) benefits= minimum; 

else if (age < 65) benefit = minimum + bonus; 

else if (age < 7 5) benefit = minimum * 1. 5 + bonus; 

else benefit = maximum; 

is much more better than 

if (age< 55) 

benefits = minimwn; 

else if (age< 65) 

benefit = minimum + bonus; 

else if (age< 75) 

benefit= minimum * 1.5 + bonus; 

else benefit = maximum; 

~ Documenting Data. Program readers will find very difficult to understand the 

way in which data are structured and used. A data map is very useful in 

interpreting the code's actions, especially when a system handles many files of 
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varying types and purposes, coupled with flags and passed parameters. This map 

should correspond with the data dictionary in the external documentation, so the 

reader can track data manipulation through the requirements and design to the 

code. 

5.5.2 External Documentation 

External documentation is intended to be read by those who may never look at 

the actual code. Designers may review the external documentation when considering 

modifications or enhancements. Besides, the external documentation gives programmers 

a chance to explain things more broadly than might be reasonable within their program's 

comments. If header comment block is considered as an overview summary of 

aprogram, then the external documentation is the full-blown reports. It answers the same 

questions - who, what, why, when, where and how - using a system, rather than a 

component, perspective. 

Because a software system is built from interrelated components,the external 

doumentation often includes an overview of the system's components, or of several 

grouping of components (such as the user-interface components, or the database 

management). Diagrams, data flow and share between components are shown in external 

documentation . 

._ Describing the Problem. In the first section of the code's documentation, what 

problem is being addressed by the component should be explained. It describes 

what options were considered for solutions and why a particluar solution was 

chosen. 
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..., Describing the Algorithms. Each algorithm used by the components should be 

explained, including formulas, boundary or special conditions, and even its 

derivation or reference to the book or paper from which it is derived . 

..._ Describing the Data. In the external documentation, the users or programmers 

should be able to view the data flow at the component level. Data flow diagrams 

should be accompanied by relevant data dictionary references. 

5.6 Data Validation 

Data Validation is perf ormed before record is inserted into the database. The 

purpose of this feature is to make sure invalid data will not insert into the database and 

cause error. 

5. 7 Security Management 

Security Management that needed in this system is based on access level need by 

users. Just because this system is not a system which based on Electronic Commerce ( e 

commerce ), security in accessing the web is not that critical. But, if the database provide 

services to multiple group of users, hence emphasis to relevant security should be 

applied. Generally, user should see/access data related to them only, this to avoid them 

accidentally delete or destroy the data. 

In this system implimentation, users is given a password for accessing the informations 

in the database. Access level for each user is different from the other users. Session 

object is used to perpetuate the valid login information and user level in whole sesion, 
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In the interface that used limited accessing, there is a code for validation of the 

interface access. If unauthorized user access the system, they will get error message. 
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5.8 Chapter Summary 

As a conclusion this chapter explain about the steps that taken in the procedure 

valution and the proper way that was used in modelling the programming language. 

Usage of programming language such as ASP in certain part of the system is explained 

in detail. 

Besides, this chapter also discuss about the main issues that occurs and the way 

to overcome the problems. After the details explaination of the implementation phase, 

the next chapter will discuss about the testing phase. This is also a veru important stage 

whereby testing is essential to ensure quality of the system and implementation assures 

that the system being developed is operational and then allowing the users to take over 

its operation to use. 
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Chapter 6 
System Testing 
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6.1 Introduction 

Testing is carried out to discover different classes of errors in software 

development. Besides that, testing is also a critical element in uncovering logical error 

and the test the system reliability. The goal is to design tests that will uncover the greater 

number of errors of classes of errors with the minimum amount of time and effort. It 

demonstrates that the software functions appear to be working according to the 

specifications and performance requirements that have been met. 

However, testing cannot show the absence of defects, it can only show that 

software defects are present. 

Glen Myers states a number of rules that can serve well as testing objectives: 

Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an error. 

A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding an error. 

A successful test is one that uncovers a yet undiscovered error. 

In developing a system, testing usually involves several stages. First, each program 

component rs tested on its own, isolated from the other components in the system. Such 

testing is known as umt/modulc testing. 

'I he primary goal of unit testing is to confirm that the unit is correctly coded and 

that 1 carries out the functions it is supposed to carry out. This stage of testmg verifies 

that the component'. design. After each component has been tested, the interaction 

b tween the. c components must be tested again to ensure that the components can be 

i ntegratcd. 

When the mdrvidual compon nts arc working correctly and meet the objective, 

the • compon nts arc combmcd mto a working system. Integration tc ting 1 d neon the 
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group of integrated modules to verify that the system components work together as 

described in the system and program design specifications. 

System testing is final testing procedure. A system test is a series of different 

tests designed to fully exercise the system to uncover its limitations and measure its 

capabilities. The objective is to test an integrated system and verify that it meets 

specified requirements. System testing takes place at higher level, the testing focuses on 

behaviour rather than function or functional structure. 

6.2 Test Planning 

Test planning helps in designing and organizing tests, so that testing is carried 

out appropriately and thoroughly. The steps for the test planning are: 

a) Establishing test objective 

b) Designing test case 

c) Writing test case 

d) Testing test case 

c) Executing test 

1) .. valuating te t results 

Besides, sistem development may also facing bugs problem which are codes that 

efTcctuatc fault and error in system operasion. Figure 6.1 is the guide of effort to 

dcbuggi ng the system. 
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Find the source where the error occurs 

Creating the program to be easier using 
the test case 

Creating a test environment 

Figure 6.1: System debugging guide 

System debugging process is done before testing phase and started before the 

implementation stage (together with the source code development). 

6.3 Types of Testing 

The types of unit testing were deliberated in this project are shown as follows: 

Black Box and White Box Testing 

Top-down and Bottom-up Testing 

6.3.1 Black Box and White Box Testing 

I. Whit Box Testing 

White box testing basically involve looking at the structure of the code. It 

focuses on the idea of coverage. The main objective would be to check for 

missmg function. 
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The author performed branch coverage of node testing for those 

If.. ... THEN ... ELSE ... END IF statements where every branch/decision is tested 

at least one. And, compound condition coverage for multiple conditions 

statements, an example of such would be the time checking statement in the 

healthcare provider consultation scheduler. 

Loop testing was done on data retrieving functions where there are 

extensive usages of loop such as DO WHILE .... LOOP, FOR ... TO ... NEXT, and 

DO WllIL ... AND NOT .... LOOP. 

Testing control structures of a procedural design. Can derive test cases to ensure: 

0 al I independent paths are exercised at least once. 

all logical decisions are exercised for both true and false paths. 

Q all loops arc executed at their boundaries and within operational bounds. 

all internal data structures are exercised to ensure validity. 

Why do white box testing when black box testing is used to test conformance to 

req ui rernents? 

Logic errors and incorrect assumptions most likely to be made when 

coding for "special cases". Need to ensure these execution paths are 

tested. 

May find assumptions about execution paths incorrect, and so make 

design errors. White box testing can find these errors. 

Typographical errors arc random. Just as likely to be on an ob cure 

logical path as on a mainstream path. 
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2. Black Box Testing 

Black box testing focused on functionality of the code. The main objectives is to 

uncover those wrong functions programmed correctly, by feeding input to the 

black box and take notes on what output is produced. 

During black box testing, the author used equivalence class partitioning. 

In equivalence class partitioning the author runs one test for each class of input 

to the module and then run additional tests using invalid data to make sure the 

error routines are working correctly. This test was done on the system user input 

forms. 

The author also did a boundary value analysis on those user input forms, 

si nee many errors tend to occur on the boundaries of equivalence classes. The 

test included test scenarios where the value sets is inside, on the outside the 

boundary. 

Below listed the summary of units that were independently unit-tested: 

a) Opening and closing of connection to the database 

b) Inserting of new data into database 

c) Modification of existing data in the database 

d) Retrieving data from database 

c) Validation of user input data before submission 

I) Validati n of user identity before granting perrm sion to hospital ad.min 

pag 

g) Return d query results from search module 
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6.3.2 Top-Down and Bottom-Up Testing 

1. Top-Down 

Top-down testing is the top level, usually controlling component,and is tested by 

itself. Then a11 components ca11ed by the tested component(s) are combined and 

tested as a larger unit. This approach is reapplied until all components are 

incoporated. 

2. Bottom-up 

Bollom-up is the popular approach for merging components to test the larger 

system. When this method is used, each component at the lowest level of the 

system hierarchy is tested individually first. Then, the next componentsto be 

tested are those that call the previously tested ones. This approach is followed 

repeatedly until all components are included in the testing. 

6.4 Testing Technique Cho en 

After analyse all the testing tecnique which was discuss above, I feel that bottom 

up (Figure 6.2) is more favourable and more applicable to this system. Through this 

testing, developer can lest the module in its lower position first and followed by the 

module that call the tested component. This testing continue until all module is tested. 
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Figure 6.2: Bottom-Up Testing 

6.5 Testing Levels 

There are four testing steps which used in this project. They are as follows: 

a) Unit Te ting 

b) Integration Testing 

c) Acceptance Testing 

d) omplcte System Testing 

Figure 6 3 i about the relationship between the tests which is done. 

Acceptance 
Testing 

Complete 
ystem w Tesoog 

Figure 6.3 Steps in testing proc s 
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6.5.1 Unit Testing 

Unit testing involves testing of components in a sub function followed by testing 

of each sub function in module such as whether the right data is deleted from the right 

table and finally proceed to the testing of the module itself [Pressman]. For example, 

these components could be anything from checking the validity of input value for email 

address to parsing a sentence into each individual word etc. 

Each sub module of every module was tested to make sure problems were not 

present, like bugs. Artificial but acceptable test values were entered into each from that 

accepts data from tile user so that user input into the system could be tested. 

Thus, unit testing was completed. Logical dependencies were also tested. Tested 

values were included in the code so that the testing of every important logical statement 

that would access a particular segment of code could be done. 

Logical dependencies were omitted at the sub module level itself. This was done 

by taking a few precautionary steps. Code segments were rearranged and loop structures 

were examined as utterly as possible to make certain that all code segments could be 

reached and would work as expected. Dependencies and their effects were determined 

by scrutinizing data and logical structures that exist in the code being developed. 

6.5.2 1 ntegration Testing 

This step called integration testing is actually done once the entire unit te ting 

has been done. lntegration testing is a ystematic technique for constructing the program 

tructure while conducting test to discover errors a ociated with the interfacing. The 

objective of this testing is to take the unit tested module of PM and build a program 
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structure that has been dictated by design. This testing will ensure that the interface such 

as calling sequence in PMCS is arranged correctly. 

Although in the PMCS unit testing was done, there was not much impediments 

encountered to it. This was because most of the modules were already tested and were 

functioning quite normally already. But, this does not mean that no adjustments were 

required. Some fine-tuning had occurred. Much more attention was given to integration 

testing, though. This was undoubtedly because this project takes the integration of its 

sub modules as one of the integral part of its research. 

Integration tests, also known as modular testing, basically resolves around the 

verification of all the components working together as par with the description rendered 

in the system design specifications. The system is hierarchy of components. It is where 

each component belongs to a layer of design. 

6.5.3 Acceptance Te ting 

In this test, users are required to use program with the help of developer from the 

installation's step until its operation. The purpose of this step is to test the user 

understandings of each interface and its functions. The acceptance test is sometimes run 

in its actual environment but often is run at a test facility different from the target 

location. 

6.5.4 omplete y tern Testing 

System Testing consist of enes of different tests which verify that all s stem 

elements uch as the hardware, software and information, have been properly integrated 
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and perform allocated functions. It also tests the flow of data through the center system. 

This type of testing was given the most prominence and importance. This is done to 

uncover any limitations to the system itself, gauge its capabilities and make sure that the 

entire system is working according to user's specifications. 

If the users are satisfied with the system characteristics, the system is ready to be 

deployed for use. But, if there is a need for change, system modifications would be 

meted out to meet the user's expectations and requirements to the specifications and 

functionalities. 

The results would indicate whether or not the complete system specifications and 

objectives have been met. Among the types of testing involved are fundamental and 

function tests. 

6.5.4.1 Fundamental Tests 

There are number of these tests that are difficult to measure with some amount of 

precision. There tests arc usually treated as complements to the individual functional and 

further functional tests. These functional tests would be explained briefly in the next 

section. or now, the fundamental tests are introduced below: 

Performance 

The main criterion that is seen is the response time. Performance tests are 

conducted to make certain that the system's response time is met by user 

expectations and also that it doesn't exceed the predetermined performance criteria 

under heavy volume and stress of all sorts. The purpose of performance tests rs also 
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to test run the performance of various functions of the software within a specified 

hardware configuration. Stress testing can be added to the above explained test. 

Reliability 

Reliability testing is monitoring the mean time between failures. According to 

mathematical models of software reliability, the reliability tests are conducted. 

Consistency and reliability testing are parallel particularly when the system 

behaviour is measured for consistency. For example, inputs, outputs and response 

time. 

ervicea bility 

This is regarding the ability of the support personnel manning the phone line to 

acquire enough information to enable the maintenance organization to asses the error 

and fix it without additional information in the event of crash of the user's software 

system. 

• Usability 

This usually concerns the fact that building user interfaces that have pattern 

already familiar to the typical user. The interface should not be something totally 

new, which would require much scrutinizing from the user. A familiar surrounding 

which would lead the user to then use the software through pattern matching and 

paradigm shifts, something which everyone would do whilst mastering a product is 

in progress. 

• I nstalla bility 

This installabihty is based on how easy for a novice to install the software 

correctly and easily without many impediments independently 
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6.5.4.2 Function Tests 

Function testing is based on the system functional requirements. The testing is 

carried out for four modules. The 4 modules are: Registration, Scheduling, Patient 

History and Admission/Discharge. Each module is tested individually to determine 

whether the system performs as required, further functional tests involve: 

+- Documentation Testing 

All examples used in the user's manual are tested for accuracy and whether the 

manual reports the correct answers when users obtain when they run the examples. 

4- The event list 

All the possible triggers must be exercised and the expected result compared 

with the actual results. 

... pccified scenarios 

The entire set of possible scenarios, or user profiles, specified for an application. 

Transaction tracking 

A list of possible transactions, either extracted from the scenarios or from the 

event list, is tracked through the software system to ascertain that they function 

correctly from "input" to "output". 

Error Message Testing 

Every error message which can be generated by the system extracted from the 

code and placed in a table, where it can be generated and tested for appropriatcne s 

and understandability from the user's perceptive, with the proper response being 

prompted for. 
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6.6 Testing with The Data and Life Data 

Before the system is put into production, all programs are desk checked, checked with 

test data and checked to make sure that all the modules work together with one another 

as planned. 

4 Program Testing with Test Data 

At this stage, first of all, all the programs written is desk checked to 

verify the way the system will work. Each steps in the program is checked to 

ensure the routine works as it is written. This is followed by both valid and 

invalid data test. These data are run to see if base routine work and also to catch 

errors. Test data include possible maximum and minimum values, as well as 

possible in format and codes. Outputs from test data are carefully verified. 

~ Link Testing with Test Data 

When programs pass desk checking and checking with test data, it went 

through link testing. Link testing checks to see if programs that are 

interdependent actually work together as planned. A small amount of test data 

arc designed to test system specifications as well as programs, is used for link 

testing. It takes several passes through the system to test all combinations. This 

because it is immensely difficult to unravel problems if everything is test at once. 

Test data that arc used cover variety of processing ituations for link 

testing. First, test data arc processed to sec if the system can handle normal 

transactions. ff the system works with normal transaction , the variations are 

added, including invalid data used to ensure that the system can properly detect 

errors. 
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Full System Testing with Test Data 

When link tests are satisfactorily concluded, the system as a complete 

entity is tested as well, test data created for the express purpose of testing system 

objectives arc used. System testing includes reaffirming the quality standards for 

system performance that were set up when initial system specifications are made. 

Everyone involved in the system once again agree on how to determine whether 

to system is doing what in the system once again agree on how to determine 

whether to system is doing what it is supposed to do. This will include measures 

of error, timeliness, ease of use, proper ordering of transactions, acceptable down 

time, understandable procedures manuals and others. 

"- Full ystern Testing with Life Data 

When system testing with the test data proves satisfactory, the new 

system is tried with several passes on what is called as "life data" - data that 

have been successfully processed through the existing system. This allows an 

accurate comparison of the new system's output with what that is known to be 

correctly proce sed output, as well as a good feel of how actual data will be 

handled. 

6. 7 Program Te ting 

Program testing will include judgement on ASP script structure and Microsoft Front 

Page in the segment program. Normally the tests that are carried out are: 

egment coverage- Between script segment and also between controls 

tructures arc d ne in each command at least once 
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0 Path Test- This specific test is actually about notifying and testing the 

paths between the script programs. 

Q Data flow test- To identify each specific variable through each counting, 

and later on defining the middle path set between the program script codes. This 

test is conducted manually because it is not effectively supported. 

Q Loop Test- This test includes single loops, connected loops and also 

nested loops. 

6.8 Testing Analysis 

After all test are carried out, the system is ready to be operated on the internet. 

After launching in the internet, the user assurance test can be conducted by getting a 

response from the user whom are using this system. Further on more changes will be 

done to establish a better system. This system will also be changed and updated from 

time to time. 
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6.9 Chapter SN-rp~ary 

This particular chapter tells us more on the testing phase. Testing is the most 

critical phase to make sure the system to compromise the need of the user. Just because 

of this, a good and systematic test should be done to have a full test. The test done are 

also compromising with the objectives given.This system actually goes through three 

main stages which arc, unit testing, integration test and receiving test. 

Having discussed about the system testing, the next chapter will see the system 

evaluation. This coming chapter will touches various things like problems encountered 

during the development process, system strength weakness and others. 
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7.1 Introduction 

At all phases of the system approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs 

continuously, drawing on variety of sources and information. 

The role of this evaluation phase was to determine: 

.. The extent to which the expected outcomes have been realized . 

.._ The prescriptive value of the process where extraneous factors were taken 

consideration. 

ystem evolution, like software evolution, is inherently costly for number of reasons: 

(Sommerville, 200 l) 

Proposed changes have to be analyzed very carefully both from a business and a 

technical perspective. They must be approved by a range of people before being 

put into effect. 

.._ Because sub-systems arc never completely independent, changes to one sub 

system may adversely affect the performance or behaviour of other sub-systems. 

Consequent changes to these sub-systems may therefore be needed. 

The reasons for original design decisions are often unrecorded. Those 

responsible for the system evolution have to work out why particular design 

decisions were made. 

• As systems age, their structure typically becomes corrupted by change so the 

costs of making further changes increases. 

As s ciety becomes increasingly dependent on systems of various types, the amount of 

effort devoted to evolution rather than new system development rs increasing. These 

existing system that must be retained arc now sometimes called legacy systems. 
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7.2 Problems and Solutions 

Throughout this project, a number of obstacles were encountered which surfaced 

parallel with the development of the project. They would discuss to some extent below: 

.. The System Analysis Phase 

Since there was no prior knowledge and experience in developing a system, it 

was rather difficult to determine the scope of the system. This was even more so 

where the time frame was supposed to be met. This was then overcome after 

analyzing and studying the capabilities of ASP technology in particular. It's like 

finding out the traveling speed, so that the distance that could be covered at the end 

of the given time could be estimated. 

The Designing Phase 

The applying of theoretical information gathered in the previous phase into 

practical use is no doubt a major problem one can face. Due to the lack of experience 

in designing systems, it was difficult to apply the best solution in a design. Browsing 

through the Net and previous modules' work was seen to be very informative yet 

helpful and was somewhat like an unseen guide. 

The Implementation Phase 

As mentioned prior to this, no earlier knowledge in ASP proved to be difficult 

when scrutinizing the codes of the respective modules. Most of the modules were 

written with differing styles and structure with missing indentation where the codes 

were concerned. 

The importance given during programming sessions in the university regarding 

readability and structure was proven here. As most of the pages were re-coded 
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during the integration process, almost all the pages were modified to some extent. 

The main area that was stressed was layout and colour. The problems during 

database integration too were solved. This proved the Microsoft Access Server's 

credibility. 

Technical problems that were not familiar with had to be solved through a 

number of ways. Among the many were, reading reference books, the aid from 

supervisor, friend and also through the Net. 

.. The Testing Phase 

Unanticipated appearance of web pages in different web browsers. The 

appearance of web pages is different during the testing phase, such as different 

positioning of graphics, text, and tables on these problems couldn't be detected. 

• Difficulties in Determining The Scope of The ystem 

Because of PMCS are involves 4 modules: - Registration, cheduling, Patient 

History and Admission/Discharge, so there arc a lot of functionality needs to be 

pcrfonn. It is difficult for me to determine the scope of the project, so I study the 

functionality that existing in themodule either manual or automatic ways . Also, the 

project supervisor, Dr. Diljit Singh has given me some valuable advices and opinion 

to outline the scope of the project during the initial stages. 

Understand on urrent y tern Procedure 

All the ho pital departments have some procedure to follow when performing the 

daily tasks. It is about what you need to do before you can do the next things. For 

example, patient needs to register and get a patient no, every time he/she can to 

treatment he/she will assign on admission number, and whether are u ing the 
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admission number or the patient number to order lab test. All this details need to 

clarify before developing the system. 

So, various references about the hospital departments and organization have been 

refers from the library or Internet. All this also helps to understand better on the 

hospital daily tasks and procedures. 

+ No Disclosure to ASP Language 

I have problems when using the ASP language because this is the first time I'm 

using the ASP language. Rather than that this language is not thought in the calss. 

7.3 ystem trengths 

• User Password Validation 

Providing a user-password authentication system prevents unauthorized users from 

accessing pages that they do not have permission to view. More importantly, 

unauthorized users are prohibited from accessing records stored in the database. 

• Frjendly User Interface 

PM S is developed based on GUI. A lot of useful icons are provided which gives users 

faster access. Besides that, it has very user friendly and consistent environment that i 

similar to other window application such as moving and closing a wmdow. 

PM 'S is a window style interface that contains buttons, scroll bars, combo 

boxes, which makes the system reality ca y for the nur es and the phy ician with little 

technical knowledge to learn and use. Besides, simple steps or actions like mouse 

clrckmg and enter a simple text is sufficient to process user's requests 
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.... Easier Referencing 

In Treatment history, the previous history done on each patient should appear on the 

screen for easier referencing while the physician proceeds with the treatment. This in 

turn eliminates the common problem of locating the patient's file. 

-.. Transparency 

The system on the whole is transparent. Therefore, users do not need to know the 

intricacies of it, for example where the database is not required. All they need to do is to 

type in their keywords and view the query results . 

.... Incorporates data validation 

Data Validation is done prior to insert record into the database. All the fields in the form 

will be checked for null value or invalid data type. With this feature, error when 

inserting record into the database will not occur. Error message will also be prompted to 

the u er if important field is not filled. 

7.4 System Weakness 

Database Encryption 

Data stored in Microsoft Access 2000 is not secured because it is stored in plain text 

format rather than in encryption format. 

• Email Checking 

The system was unable to validate an email address in terms of deliverability. It only 

checked for the inclu ion of an 7. a. and a corn Once it had met the above 

requirements, u was considered a valid address. 
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.... Processing Time 

As database grows bigger, data volume grows larger, and the processing time will 

increase, thus response time will increase. This is due to one of the limitations in 

Microsoft Access 2000. 

..... Internet Based System 

This project is based on internet, so the user can only access if they have internet 

connection. 

• Browser Dependent 

This system is browser dependent because VBScript is used to write the ASP codes, 

and VBScript is not supported by Netscape browsers. 

-. Language 

Only English as presentation language in the system user interface, maybe it will 

cause problems for those users who are different medium from English as their 

communication language. It will cause them have difficulties in understanding this 

system. 

7.5 Future Enhancements 

No system is perfect and room for improvement exists alway depending on the 

varying needs and expectations toward it. Among the ways of improving this particular 

system arc: 

• Saving Storage , pace 

As the database grows bigger, yearly housekeeping would be an es ential feature in 

the future of PMCS. This is because the records of those patients who have not vrsited 
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the clinics/ hospitals for more than a year should be printed out and deleted from the 

system. This would help to prevent data corruption as bigger files tend to be more easily 

corrupted. In addition, it helps to save the storage space and thus, increase the 

performance of the system. 

Medical Report Format 

System should be able to generate standard medical report for user. 

.. Database Upgrading 

To provide higher performance and shorter processing time, Microsoft Access 2000 

may be upsized to Microsoft SQL Server 7.0. 

.. Support Other Browsers 

As tated, the system requires Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 and above for 

execution. In future, it can be tuned to fulfill other browser requirements such as 

Netscape for execution. This is because Netscape has a sizeable share in the browser 

market besides I b. 

Widen the Scope of PM(' 

Put-in more healthcare issues to make it more comprehensive and complete. 

7.6 Knowledge and Experience Gained 

, The important of all the phases in DL 

System analysi is an important phase in the system development life cycle (SOL ). 

This phase also capture user requirement and the main goal of the system. If this phase is 

wronu defined, tt will cause faulty to the system development and later progress With a 
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complete and though system analysis, the system that is developed will fulfill all the 

requirements and achieve its goal. 

~ Learn new software 

During the implementation of this project I able to learned new software such as 

Oreamweaver UltraDev 4, Adobe Photoshop 6.0 and not to forget Active Server Pages 

(ASP). 

Time management 

It is a good opportunity to brush-up our time management because the project is 

required to be completed within a limited time frame. Time allocation for different task 

to completed needs to be well arranged and managed because the development of PMCS 

was scheduled . 

.. Task break-down management 

In order to develop PMCS successfully, it needs to break down into smaller sub tasks 

and than complete one sub-task by another. The challenge is how to distribute every 

single sub-task with re pcct to the time duration given to complete it. Finally, to merge 

up every sub-tasks of each stage before go beyond another stage of the system 

development Ii fc cycle 
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7. 7 Chapter Summary 

In the finishing of the system, the assess phase and the organizing phase is very 

important to make sure the produced system is more quality. 

Jn this particular phase there are a few of advantages and disadvantages which 

are notified. The advantages that are notified are kept while the disadvantages are tried 

to modify. A few opinions are brought up so that it can overcome the constraints that 

exist during the operations of the system. 

Problems that arise are being notified and redone with better ways so that the 

same problem would not be repeated in future. A good and a system that have been 

expected can be produced. Finally, several suggestions are made to enhance the PMCS 

for better performance in the future, which focuses on solving the system limitation and 

system weakness, and some other capabilities. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, PMCS is indeed a feasible solution for the management of a 

clinic, because of the reasons listed below: 

1. There are many benefits that could be derived from PMCS (these benefits have 

been discussed earlier in section 1.3) 

2. Doctors of new generation are computer literate. For example, the syllabus for 

the medical students of University Malaya includes an elementary course on the 

date processing using computers. Therefore, there should be no problem of 

learning how to use the system. 

3. The availability of sophisticated hardware at a much reduced cost will enable 

more clinics and hospitals to be able to afford the system. Also, it would be 

affordable to use more powerful machines so as to increase its performance and 

productivity. 

l Iowevcr, computer utility in the medical field should be considered as a contemporary 

effort and not as a competitive alternative to medical professionals. Also, such system 

should be considered as aids rather than substitute to doctors. 

Besides that, the development of PMCS has also been most beneficial to me. I've 

successfully develop a comprehensive and feasible system within the given 7 month 

from June, 2002 to February 2003. During the development, l was able to apply the 

knowledge and theory learnt during lectures, especially from courses on database 

management, system analysis and design. 
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Furthermore, I've acquired the knowledge of a new programming language using 

the object- oriented approach. In addition, I've also learned to be more independent, 

resourceful and confident. Thee values are very important in making us a better person. 

Finally, there is still much room for improvement in this health information 

system (Penang Medical Centre System). As mentioned before, the system scope was 

defined through waterfall model with prototype; this makes the system most expandable 

in terms of functionality. nhancement could still made to the system with more features 

added. 
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l.O Introduction 

A user manual is a reference guide or tutorial for system users. The manual 

hould be complete and understandable, so sometimes it presents the system to users in 

layers, beginning with the general purpose and progressing to detailed functional 

descriptions. First, the manual describes its purpose and refers to other system 

documents or files that may have more detailed information. This preliminary 

information is especially helpful in reassuring users that the document contains the type 

of information they seek. Special terms, abbreviations, or acronyms used in the manual 

are included for easy reference. 

Before you access to the system, make sure you meet the minimum requirements as 

foJlow: 

1. Window XP Professional 

2. Personal Computer with at least 256 MB 

3. Internet Connection 
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1.1 Access Method to Penang Medical. Centre System (PMCS) 

Because of this system is uploaded to intranet so, this system can be access by using the 

address below: 

http://localhostf pmc/ 

The first page of this system is shown in the Figure 1.1: 

ti / - 

Password 

Figure 1.1 First page of PMCS 

Thi manual is divided into 4 parts, which are User, Admin, Doctor and taff dition. 
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1 .2 User Edition 

1.2.1 Login Module 

PMCS is divided into two login module, which is for login user and non-login user. 

t.2.1.J Non-Login User 

Non-login user can view the following pages: 

Q About us 

Jllt1a111\\t\ 
AllUU· 

M ••1o" Pe .... Mo«kd Ceatn s,.. ... n:lit• 'lo boor,,_ dot loo.W. er1Joo .., _ _... _. ,....., •1 P"""'4blc ...-1 ...,... .. t~ lied 
...,v , ...,.. •I tJMo rf&)o:t U-, I• 0.. rtcki ,.....,., ·wtllo 1i. -t efrlde.t - .r .._........,. wUl k """'"""'U.JoM Cid 

.,.)lalMradoo .., ...tA ,.,...~ ,...,....,.., J.o .. ltll nc:i>o , .. 1-rs aM die P•"'""C C-..-KI, ullic a p~ •fee .. 
,...u11 .....,.,....,_.._ 

Figure 1.2: About U (PMC ) 

Q crviccs 

ION INPATIENT ADMMISION 
.. ~Am 

,,....,.,.,_,.fl,.ln.JI ao~• nno•hly durla:ia your 
....... ,.,.\)Ht 

A Ml IQN 
VI••• 'ulo" _.O'L yr)U th .. 'fuUo-h•" •loroutt"lo•U~•• •Of'• lh.••• 
• 1..,·u•:o•.-~ ." ..... u ... n• ••i•o MJ,,u 

Figure 1.3: Inpatient rvic 
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<.> Sign up for new user? 

1. In this page, user can sign up for only outpatient treatment. So, before they can 

use this system they have to sign up for new user if they never register before in 

PMCS. 

Pa.tie 
Rngl~tr.alfnn 1' IHI rw'lul,..d 1nrorm•tton Is n-ol' completa. you wltl b• ... k•d to co« 
Put ent lnt .. rmoUon: Cl•• ..,.pllc•do1t •ll!"'tt. R quired flolds re m rl<ed WYO> an sr:erlsl< 

<Penan9 ?d.edicaf Centre 

AddfflU:'" 
,.~-',,,,.' ~-"- ... 

'6/1/2003 
Abu 6akm' 
I s101 os--01-s1>e3 
0 SlnjJ'le C-) Mant•d 0 Widowed ()Divorced 
0 remale (,:> Mal• 
I 9 " 1 JonuOJY 

46. Felde. l1ok. S•lom .. 

Todey• OO\e: 
Pl:lllent Name:"' 
BC No/NRIC/P uport No.* 
M rtl I St us:* 
Oonder.• 
Putlent Olrth Del•:* 

Figure 1.4: Outpatient Registration 

2. If the user failed to register particular fields, error message will be pop up as 

shown below. 

~jcr~soft .l11ternut [xplorer ~ 

_b InsertIC No. 

OK 

Figure 1.5: Error M s age 

3. The user will get User Id, if the registration process is succes full done This id 

number is generated by system. And with this user ID, the user can access th login- 

user module which will be described in the next se lion. 
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---------~--·- 1 ~ D PATIENT 

I ho t!Ot j.11 c '•·•vu lHHltl ..... Orl•f1 
h1 t tu~ •lftl .ihoJ'-OI PAT.rEJ:rr ID pnl3 

[Main) 

Figure 1.6: User Id 

0 Forget your password 

I If the user forgets their password they just have to fill the following field and the 

system will send their password through the user email address. 
~ 

1JU-11•w l'"C.0' 1 · Mlr:,,,ti>f1 lntm 111•j rx11htrPr .• . . 

FORGET YOUR PA99WORD'P 

tr you forg«tl pouword, plooso typo your orlglnol Usor 10 and your 11 m II addrttu. 
Password wlll be t0nd to your e-mall oddrOH. 

enter your Us.et' ID pn\1 

E-niall shom@google co~ 

Subrnn 

Figure l. 7 Forget your password pag 
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1.2.1.2 Login-User Module 

I. The figure below is the homepage for login-user if their password is valid and the can 

continue to access this system. 

'Wedaorrie 

to 

Penan&Me kal·~~ 

Figure 1.8: Homepage for Login-User 

2. The login can view their profile and if they want to edit anything to their profile they 

just have to click Edit Profile and make the changes and ubmit the details. 

fdOl .._ !•"°'""" Y""4f; - 

1><l ~ .1 / ..... 11 

4ll t<clp!//IO<JOll'°"/pm</HO"'f PA html 

Profile 
P Jll1tnt N ;rnf>; 
OC No/NRIC/P.i •f1ort No. 
Morll •' I 1lus: 
G ndor- 
P tlom Birth Doto: 
AdcJro••• 
I lo 

f m .11 Athfrotn' 
llorn felephon : 
l motgnncy Con1 ct 

JJ.sham 
510109 07 5'.>83 
M rtlod 
rem lo 
lf9ft957 
46. I old ljok. lama. 
Per k 
•h n (1. ooa)C"' "t1rn 
0 I !J<J3?1~l!> 
05 ">'112164 ________ ... .,.-.,.. 

Figur t.9: Edit User Profile Pag 
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Besides, the user also can change their password. They just have to click Change 

Password and key in their new password and save it. 

3. The user can set an appointment with the doctor available in PMC. If the doctor have 

other appointment on the same time and date so the system won't allow the patient to set 

an appointment on that same time. Error Message will be shown. 

OUTPATIENT APPOINTMENT I 
Doctor's Neun : Or. Benje.min 

Appob:rtment Dae. Ttm 

11 Q/2/03 9.00JllM ~ 

Figure 1.10: Set Appointment 
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1.3 Admin Edition 

I. This page is confidential and it cannot access by other users. Adrnin able to access 

this site by using the address below: 

http://localhost/pmc/adminlogin.htm 

11 P•---C "'-'lc-1, C..1tO. 2002. I 1 
T.hd p•g-• .,.. .. 1 .. .i mod.dt•d on l:8/1r.:.IOO'l J d'D'l . .c2 

Figure 1.11: Ad min login page 

2. If the password is correct, the admin page will be open. 

r t<lk - ,,......,,..,... roo1> ·~ 
><1 ,-1 ;1 ) 5<> ... m '\. ,, __ . ~-· ~.; 

__ __..•~1 hl,c.p,//IO<oh>t</l>f"C/_.......,·htm 

PcnangM edics 
[ADMINll!ITRATOft - 

PATTRNT 

:j f D••I '" Out P ''""' J 
r VJt ~ w r<LM n (IOIO Ill ) 

I S•~·•• h J'.1tion• 1 
J) 0 TOR STAFI• 

I VJOW l)octor I I VI 'i'I t fl l 

- I .... ,d NOW oocl<H I -~. I Alhl N '1'V r 11 I 

l;igurc 1.12: Admin Main 
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3. Adrnin can modify the details in Patient records, Doctor and Staff 

1.3.l Patient 

0 Delete Out Patient 

In this page, admin arc able to delete the outpatient records. 

•I iJ oJ / 

~ i<J hUP_:!µo<"'hO<t/pmc/dolot-•op:._._•W--.------------------- 
Go 

e angM edica. 
(DELETE ou,T __ P_A~T-•~E~N~T~J_ .......................... ~--~ 

Plen•• sel•d eut patlen•(•) that yeu want ta delel• : 

~ Ou .. P ......... 't' JIP' N"-M 

['] pnU. Hl•h•m 

r J pn~ ~-vi 

[001e10J 

(Main) 

Figure t.13: Delete Out Patient 

O View Ward Management 

In this page, admin are able lo view the ward management, where the inpatient are 

admitted. (Figure I. 14) 
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Ward Managenient 
Wurd 
No 

Rfil§ii 

(Main) 

Figure 1.14: View Ward Management 

0 Search Patient 

Jn this page, the admin can search about patient by just key in the patient id name into 

the search field. Figure 1.1 S, below is the search result. 

1"1 .z'l ,, ,/ ~ ,...,., 
~- ........ ,,~/gm</ .... <h<>«;;;"":.::.":.:·""'z---- 

.......... ~- ~ 
p tlfftrt\ 10 
Potlftnl Nam«" 
.,,, ...... 'YJ'.''" oc No/NRIC/PaoPO" N(), 
M•l'H I ~t h.A•• 

Oandar: 
P lfonl Ulr1h Oat•• 

,•1.dd ... •• ..... 
(moll Mc:lrun1 
11ome 1 nleflh""" 
1 1n••JJ•ntJY Cont 001 

J)n-tl 
n:..w ..... 
0 
;S7010$1 07 :5:583 
M rl'lod 
f"cunolo 
1/9/1 $IS? 
46, relda ljok, Solamo 
Porok 
•h4ot>t@aoo-1o com. 
016 ">91:;> 1'3'5 
oc. b4J ~364 

Figure 1.15: Search Pati nt 
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1.3.2 Doctor 

0 View Doctor 

Adm in are able to view the list of doctor available in the system. 

. I L,. j Z] ,1 / 

11•1 et d•ct•r• thu1 avalloble In the •Y•tem : 

MO 

'1••7 

•••• 
•••• 

OOCTOR.10 
docl 

d<M:2 

6oc3 

DOC'YOR.NAHC 

Or..loe--- 
Dr. S..-ay• 

Or ...... , ...... 

!Min) 

Figure l.16: View Doctor 

0 Add New Doctor 

Admin can add new doctor to the system. 

;) / ) !l<IN<tl 

.. 
------- ..... ---- l AD_'? He w_o ..£..£ r 0 R J _......,. _ 

Pl•••• nu 1.-. th• detall• : 

Oec«•r'• Nam•: 
~peclall•t In : 

(.mall: 
Phen•: 

Or Roze.II 
Oent11try 

rozaJ1 • pmc com 

03-2229b969 

Pa••••rd: 
Retype Pa••W•rd ' 

...... 
·····-I 

Figur 1.17: Add New Doctor 
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0 Delete Doctor 

Admin can delete doctor from the system . 

. 
• I ,) Se .... eh 

j t\llC)!/~/pmc/~letedoc.•sc:> 

_____ ...... .._ I_D E _L..!:..!,.!! ~ !.2. RI 

Pl• •• •elect doctor(•> thol you wont to delete : 

OOCTOk :10 0-0CTOft"S N"MC 

do 2 
l l 
r:i 
0 
I~ 

do 1 

doc') 

dod5 o ..... ,..,. 

Figure 1.18: Delete Doctor 

1.4 Doctor Edition 

0 View Appointment 

The doctor can view patient appointment that is under his name. 

Go 
,.. hltp:/{locll:-Mt/pmc/~-··-$1)------~---- 1- 

I Main I 

Figure 1.19: View Appointments 
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Qi Treatment 

Doctor has to key in the treatment report for each patient that treated. 

6~ - "I .;:"J 

TR ATMENT _.._...._......-. ............. ...-.... _ _... ........ .-..._......._._.._..... 

f 
Potion• ID 

pntS - }

om Troolod l 
7/1/2003 --j~k ~----..._ ___! 

Rom rks 
and col.Cl( 

IM inJ 

Figure 1.20: Treatment Page 
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1.5 Staff Edition 

0 Staff Login 

Different type of staff can access to this page. 

" J'_..ac """'°""' (;ealnl 200:%. : I 
Thi.II p.g• WU lHt m.odl.ftod OQ . :28/1/200'.l 16-(ll 4:1 

Figure 1.21: Staff Login 

1.5.1 Nurse 

0 Patient Personal Info 

The nurse has to key rn the patient personal info according to medical check to each 

patient. 
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A<'.1'e s ~ http:/~fpmc/personolinfo.htm 
i- - 

-·---- I P _!-TI E N T.:..!.P !- RS 0 NA':.! N F_O I 

Pathml ID: 
Blood Group: 
Melghl: 
Welghl: 
Smoking.: 

pnt5 
AB 
180 
561 
r) Yes r.>No 

cm 
kg 

I Main I 

Figure 1.22: Patient Personal Info 

0 Admission 

Admission process is done by nurse. The nurse has to search for the patient id and just 

save to admit them in the ward. The system will provide the bed number and the ward 

number automatically. 

><I 1Zl •I / ,._,,, 

'* s 4 ADMISSION 

~"'ch I 

P 1t1onl ID: 
P 1tlonl N mft: 
Pl'ltlllnl lypll' 
Admluton D 111: 
Admlulon t Imo: 

pncS 
Calvin 
p 
l/2/200J 
1 31 09AM 

j SAVLJ 

Figure 1.23: Admission 
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0 Discharge 

Nurse has to search for the patient id and just cl ick discharge, the system will remove the 

patient from system. 

v : Go 

- (DISCHAR~)- 

I Seorch J 

Patient ID: 
Patient Name: 
Patient Typo: 
Actmlnlon Date: 
Admission Time: 
Discharge Date: 
Dlschorgo Tlmo: 

pnt5 
Calvin 
OP 
2!712003 
1:33:36AM 
7/212003 
1:3359AM 

Figure 1.24: Discharge 

1.5.2 Pharmacist 

0 Prescription 

Pharmacist has to key in the prescription according to the doctor's treatment 
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,, ; 

----- --- 
·SCRIPTION ·-·--·- .............. - 

TnoatmentID I Seo.rch I 

ollen~ 
oelo':..!Q..:._. 
010 P roact1b 

~ 
Choo•• On 
Choo•e One 
Choo• Onw 

mntl 
ilor.l 

od' 7/2/2003 
clna __ OuanticY 

~ - - - - -- ~ - --- .__ 

Figure 1.25: Prescription 

1.5.3 Lab Assistant 

O Lab Test 

Lab assistant has to key in the lab results in this page. 

Go --- -------------=:.._..- 
(LAB REPORT l 

Ooto lo1tBd ---+1---.;.R.;..;e;.;;•..;;u.;.11;.._ ~ 

71112003 
oje . norna.lj 

--- 

Figure 1.26: Lab Test 
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J .6 Logout Page 

The logout page for this system is shown below: 

... 

"'1 2' J 

- . . - ... 

http://loc1>1N>st/pmc/10Qout..P::.".;.;O:.;.e=._do<:~._ht_m _ 

..,,,,-.;- 

.... 

Pcnang Medico.I 
Ccnlr• 

'lt.5 ourm• Ro•d 
10,50 Pul .. u Ptnone 
Tel (604) 226·1133 
roa (60..il) ,.,. 1'.'.166 

You Have Been Successfully Logout from the Syst ml 

u 

Figure 1.27: Logout Page 
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